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if feasting, rise

before

turn away. It is the hour of fate,
And they who follow me reach every state
Mortals desire, and conquer every foe
Save death; but those who doubt or hesitate,
Condemned to failure, penury, and woe,
I

Seek me in vain, and uselessly implore.
I answer not, and I return no more!
— John James Ingalls.

The Annual Book Number

IN accordance with an ancient custom once each
1 year The Christian Intelligencer and Mission Field sets aside a number for the presentation
of reviews of such books as may have been furnished by the publishers. Accordingly this issue
has been designated the Annual Book Number, and
by increasing the number of pages it has been
possible to present to our readers a goodly numbei
of reviews of the new books of the season. This
work has been carefully done by a number of
friends who fairly may be rated as experts in their
and the results of their reading and criticism
be found in the pages that follow.

lines,
will

Reviewing of books is really a curious method of
doing business, when one thinks about it. An
author prepares a book which he believes will
serve a purpose. He secures a publisher, who in
the course of time prints an edition, and to a
certain extent advertises

the book. But mere

with a description, will not
sell a book. There must be an independent examination of its contents by men skilled in arriving
at values. Consequently the publisher chooses a
certain number of periodicals, newspapers, weeklies;
monthlies and quarterlies, and sends copies of the
new work, with the request that the editors review
the book and print their findings.
Reviewing is, under present conditions, the accepted method of sampling the products of the
mjnd. Manufacturers of food products sometimes
stimulate sales by distributing broadcast great
advertising of

a

title,
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pective users to test the value of the breakfast food

or biscuit. In a similar way the publishers send
out their samples, not broadcast, to be sure, but
as widely as they consider necessary, and await
the harvest which is hoped for after the reviewers
have sampled the product, and published their find-

ings. To anyone who thinks about the situation
the difficulty of securing absolutely correct judgments of value is apparent.

The only reason the situation is mentioned is to
show the difficulty of obtaining knowledge of the
really worth-while books. In the feverish rush to
publish there is so much that is not the best issued,
and in consequence sometimes the really valuable
books are overlooked and those of less value are
exploited. A single illustration will suffice to make
clear the thought. In the department of fiction
today there are a number of excellent authors,

whose books are of such a character as to make
the possession of them a treasure to persons with
minds they try to keep clean. On the other hand
there are writers, some with extraordinarily facile
ability, whose products are of such character as to
suggest they were written in a garbage heap, and
those who read them must feel as if they had been
in close proximity to an excited

skunk. Which of

the two classes of books obtains the greatest publicity?

Among

the books reviewed on the pages which
follow will be found a goodly number which show
that there is still an active, positive body of
thought concerned with religion. Whether any of
them will survive the ordeal of time, and remain

a permanent addition to Christian literature is a
question that cannot be answered. This much is
true, however, they will serve a present purpose in
suggesting new lines of thought and activity.
One of the perpetual sources of wonder about
books is the large space that the Bible, as a book,
constantly holds. The children are being given

sumptuous editions

of the

Book, and

it is inevitable

that the coming generation will have some knowledge, at least, of the contents of the Scriptures.
Of fiction, as such, comparatively little space has
been given in this number. There had to be a
choice, because of the limitations of space, and it
was decided to reserve the reviews of current fiction in most cases to later issues.
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Master of human destinies am I.
Fame, love, and fortune on my footsteps wait:
Cities and fields I penetrate,
Deserts and seas remote; and passing by
Hovel, and mart, and palace — soon or late
I knock unbidden once at every gate!
wake;
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The Far East

By William

C.

a beautiful voyage of six days across
the ofttimes cantankerous China Sea. Strangely enough, day by day, as we approached the equator, the heat became less intense. The sweet sea
air of the tropics swept through our little cabin.
There were nine cabin passengers on the ship, three
of them being women, and two of these had been
born within thirty miles of each other on the other
side of the world, near Philadelphia, whilst the
parents of the third lived fifty miles distant from
that city. We had never met before — here was a
coincidence. The approach to Singapore is very
beautiful, and the harbor is alive with ships of
every description, from every country. We reached
the wharf on a little launch, sitting in the sunshine,
which registered 148 degrees, whilst the hot air
from the small engine room helped to further disconcert us, as it blew across the heaps of luggage
on which we were compelled to sit.
Singapore is a polyglot city. Here the East and
the West come into closer contact than any other
place on earth. At every turn are crowds of Mohammedans with their fezes, Arabs, various brands

of Indians, Chinese, Japanese, Malays, and Europeans of many languages. A few Americans reside
in Singapore. Here at the south corner of Asia
many of the great commercial transactions between
the Orient and the Occident are consummated.
The Esplanade, close to the water-front, exhibits
every phase of life, from the great hotels where
money is lavishly expended by the rich to the
crowded, dirty, quarters where Malays and Chinese
crowd each other with their curious customs and
wares. For miles under the trees or in the shadows
of the houses squat the natives. They cluster about
the booths or out-door restaurants, crying their
wares and eating their strange dishes and foods.
The business portion of Singapore consists of narrow, twisted streets with arcades to protect the

European business people from the equatorial sun
— for our genial old friend, the equator, is only
seventy miles away. Through these crowded thoroughfares pour half-naked coolies, pulling endless
and

at times hastily

evading the

motor cars that work their way from one corner
to another. Many of the rickshaws are broad
enough to hold two passengers. The native portions of the city reek with dirt, garlic, and people.
Shining brown backs and bare corded limbs are
greeted at every turn. The river life is the most
picturesque part of this great city of the East. Innumerable boats, covered with bamboo mats to
ward off the fierce sun rays, propelled by men with
heavy poles or oars twenty feet long, are guided
through a maze of craft up and down the narrow
stream.

But Singapore is in some respects better than
Hongkong. The lot of the women appears to be
far easier and happier in spite of the great transfer
of

commodities that

is constantly

and

violent physical punishment,

some,

times observed — in the treatment of inferiors by
those who are above them, either Europeans or

Allen

YIT’E had

lines of rickshaws,

partially offset by the brutal behavior— tfo

cuffings

III. Around Singapore
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taking place. This

Asiatics.

Here, as in so many ports in the Orient, we wit
nessed the sometimes disreputable conduct of souk
of the white people. Many of the young men drink
a great deal,— not a few of the women smoke and
drink. To an onlooker it would appear as if the

more money some of these people have, and
better their social position, the faster are their

At Singapore we stayed

the

liva,

at the Raffles Hotel,

the

leading hostelry of the city. The first night we
were there was the occasion of a week-end dance,
and during the hour preceding dinner small groupi,
English principally, sat at the little tables in the
great verandah, taking glass after glass of wine
both men and women smoking cigarettes. By the
time they went into dinner about nine o’clock not
a few of them were already foolish from intoiicants. The dance concluded toward three o’clock of
the Sabbath morning, and during its progre#
four fights occurred. Church workers throughout
the Orient have frequently informed me, as I have
observed for myself, that the people of Europeai
stock, Americans included — mostly young men—
sel-

dom

attend worship.

What can

the yellow

who bitterly resent the sting of white
and military dominance, think of the
tives

races,

commercial
representa-

from our “Christian” lands when they behan

manner?
I have met some young Americans engaged

in this

ii

business in the far East who keep clean — for instance, every man connected with the Standard Oi
Company we have met with does not drink alcoholit

beverages. Their lively wives, so far as I
seen, do not

smoke. The Y. M.

have

C. A. workers

from

England and America, are of course, a credit to the
countries from which they come.
On the sea front of Singapore is the playground
for Europeans and Eurasians, but social contact
between these two classes does not exist. The
grounds are divided for the use of each. Thus
appears that a European papa can play tennis 01
ft

his exclusive side of the field, whilst his

half-caste

had a native mother, must

pl»j

on the other side.
In Singapore, I had extremely illuminating

con-

son, because he has

versations with some persons regarding the
of the Great War. In conversation with a

effects

Dutct

gentleman he narrated sad details associated
the collapse in business, subsequent to the war,

ruin of many men and companies. He exclaimed
“It has not only been around here, but everywhere.

You go out to Celebes or New Guinea, and

lL'“

you see the poor natives, millions of them, who
starving. There is no demand for what they
duce. They probably have never known that
was a war, yet they suffer because of it.” On
subsequent occasion I was talking with ano

Dutch gentleman, who told some harrowing
He emphasized the fact that even the
countries such

as Holland were racked

sto
ne1

by

»

1
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He spoke of instance after instance,
when brothers and cousins joined the colors of
different combatants, and fought each other. He
the strife.

me he had been in the Caribbean Sea in 1914,
and in one of the great ports thereof, at the outbreak of war, there were English, German and
French ships-of-war at anchor, adding, “Their commanders gave fine dinners to one another every day,
when suddenly the war came, and all immediately
put to sea, and in two days were fighting one
another. It was horrible!” This big, red-blooded
Dutchman, deprecated the actions of governments
told

of the sanctuary and in their homes, in times of
sickness and trouble, in days of joy and prosperity,
— to say that a good minister of Jesus Christ the
more he does these things the less likely he is to
do them well is to put this sacred calling at variance with every other calling in the world. The
good bookkeeper of thirty years’ experience is not
told that he had added and substracted and divided
so often that they must now replaoe him with a
young business college graduate. When the Gov-

forcing their nationals into human slaughter,
but, as a sea captain remarked to me on this trip,
“What can we do? How can we help ourselves?”
The missionary work of the English and Americans is very extensive in Singapore. It was a
pleasure to meet with the students of a number of
the large schools in that city. We were indebted to
the Anglican Bishop of Singapore and Bishop Bickley of the Methodist Church of America for the
most sincere hospitality. On these occasions there
were opportunities to discuss questions of ecclesiastical and international importance, and I learned
in

much from these and other brethren in Christ.
Kind friends also treated us to drives in the
suburbs of Singapore, where the handsome homes
and grounds of foreigners and wealthy Chinese
merchants are altogether delightful. After eight
days full of Christian fellowship and interest we
sailed for incomparable Java.
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ernment wanted a man to command the army in
Europe or the navy at sea, they did not take a
recent graduate of West Point or Annapolis, but
chose men of known ability and wide experience

and

successful administration. Sometimes it is
said that it’s the young people who insist on the
“young man” slogan, but we don’t believe it. Most
young folks are imbued with the spirit of a square
deal. When a pulpit becomes vacant let the members of the church, old and young, determine that
they will choose the best man, without regard to
his years in life or length of pastorate in some
other

field.

Christ’s Flock

And

Fold

By Rev. Ame Vennema, D.D.

/''VNE

most precious gems in the treasure
V-J house of the Old Testament is the Shepherd
Psalm, the twenty-third. One of the most precious
gems in the jewel casket of the New Testament is
the tenth chapter of St. John. There the same idea
is carried out and elaborated more fully — the relation between Christ and His own under the figure
of the

of the shepherd and the sheep.

alcoholic

I
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more absurd than the imagination that an inexperienced and untrained youth is better fitted to
serve in the most sacred calling of life than a man
of mature judgment and ripened experience. This
is not a brief for the men in the pulpit who may
be

be called “young” nor is it a criticism of
the seminarian who has just received his theological
diploma. We’ve known young men in the ministry
to have more sense on graduation than their elders
have had at sixty. Many a young preacher has won
more souls in the first few years of his ministry
than some others have won in all the years of their
lives. Filled with enthusiasm for the spread of the
kingdom, seeing the world at close vision, grasping
the need of humanity, they refuse to be entrenched
in the ruts that have been worn deep by those
no longer

who preceded them in the church.
But all this is exceptional and not the rule of the
Christian ministry, and the young preacher of common sense, who all too soon will reach the “deadline,” knows that there is something of travesty in
the judgment of the title. When we think of all
file varied activities of the minister, how closely
he comes in contact with his people, in the services

Jesus speaks of the fold and the flock. The fold
is the enclosure in which the sheep are kept, the
shed, the sheltering place. The flock is the aggregation of sheep that are kept in the enclosure. The
fold represents the churches, the gathering places
of Christ’s followers. The flock stands for the followers themselves, collectively.

Some have come into the fold who are not
Christ’s sheep. And many who are Christ’s are
not yet in the fold. For them the divine Shepherd
felt a tender

concern. Hear Him say, “Them also

must bring in.” I mast. He felt a holy compulsion to do so, — the compulsion of love. Like that
which the fond mother feels who, seeing her child
I

danger, says, “I must rescue my child.” And she
goes through fire and water to effect her purpose

in

The compulsion of devotion to

duty,

— like that

which the fireman experiences who, knowing precious lives are imperilled in a burning building,
risks his own life to bring them all to safety.
And while the work of bringing them in is
Christ’s, we may be assistant to the Good Shepherd
and corral the wandering sheep, those other sheep
that are not of the fold. We may sound the voice
of warning, of invitation, of entreaty.
Jesus also gives assurance of the ultimate oneness of the flock when He says, “There shall be one
flock and one Shepherd.” The sheep of Christ are
in reality one at heart. They may differ outwardly.

>•
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One may have so strong a preference for his own

may speak disparagingly of other folds. Another may make the
fold that in his enthusiasm he

When

stolon jFleld November

29,

1922

he arrived in Holland in 1841 he discovered

that all documents relating to the

West India

Con.

pany of dates prior to 1700 had been sold at auctj0]1
in 1821 as waste paper. It is barely possible th»t
the mark of the Shepherd. But in the final analysis
some of these documents might have been nn.
it will be found that all who bear the marks of thq
served. If the log of the New Netherland
Lord Jesus, in whatever fold, are one. That one- came over in 1623 or 1624 had only been preserved
ness appears more strikingly, usually, in their we would have known for a certainty in what yen
more spiritual exercises. When seven men in a the first colonists came.
Pennsylvania coal mine were rescued, after five
A similar occurrence took place in New York soot
days of imprisonment, they were asked if they years when the dwellers in the old Sanders man.
hoped before the rescue came to escape. “We sion, in Scotia, beyond Schenectady, sold a wagw

mark of the fold upon him more prominent than

L

was the reply, “we prayed together.” load of old documents, pertaining to the administraSome were Protestants and some were Catholics, tion of Sir William Johnson, and many other price.
but when death seems as close as that one only
prayed for

it,”

less letters, etc., to a Ballston Spa junk dealer

thinks of God.

foi

waste paper.

And

further back still, when Captain Woodes
Rogers, more than a century ago, overhauled the

Flanges

'T'RA YELLING on the railways of the city or
A country we are constantly reminded of the
absolute necessity of the flanges that rim the wheels

of the engines and cars, keeping the train on the
track and enabling them without danger to round
the curves and make rapid transit possible. Some
of the curves of the elevated and many in the
subways are so suddenly sharp as they leave the
straight lines as to cause the driver to slacken the
speed, but even this precaution would not avail

were

not for the strong flanges of the wheels that
hold the train close to the track, though sometimes
it

accompanied with a grinding noise as it presses

Marquess, a Spanish brig, he found with other
cargo five hundred bales of paper Indulgences
stowed away in the hold of the vessel, consigned
to South American ports. In his report he tells
how the instructions were to sell them from fifty
pesos, (Spanish dollar,) to three reales, (fifteen
cents,) according to the purchaser’s rank, wealth,
and moral standing. Without a qualm of sacrilege
he threw them all overboard, saving only enough
with which he might burn the pitch off the bottom
of the ship. Perhaps no great damage was done,
unless to the fish, but this “indulgent iconoclast”
might have treated valuable documents in the sam
manner.

onward.
It is a parable of life. There are straight lines

to travel, and grades to make, and curves to be
rounded, and new and oft strange ways to cross,
and all men need the flanges of conscience and
character to hold the wheels to the track, lest life
be wrecked while we journey forward to our
destination. Integrity is the flange that keeps the
wheels of industry and commerce moving. Honesty
is the flange that holds one to a life of usefulness
and success. Even the wrecks along the way prove
the truth of this. If we get into the. subway of
doubt or scepticism we need the flanges of faith
to hold our course true to the great truths of God.
Like the fellow who goes round our train and
taps the wheels, it would be a good thing for all
of us to take the

hammer

of self-examination occasionally and try out our flanges.

W. N. P. D.
The West India Records
By

A

Rev.

W. N. P. Dailey

December Ninth

HP HE army

of

women who

are preparing for

intensive campaign to secure funds for the woi

of the Women’s Colleges in the Orient will begi
work early on Saturday, December 9th. There
something of the sacrificial in the undertaking.
the plans are worked as expected every town an
city will see Christian women, who have resolve
to carry out the project, proceeding from door t
i

1

door with their books and literature in their hands
asking donations of a dollar from each person the;

see. Throughout the length and breadth of the lani
this is to be done, and the mind kindles at tb
thought of what an example of Christian faith am
works combined it will make.
Should it happen that anyone who reads this
overlooked in the canvass, and no one rings tbs
door bell, send the dollar to the local chairman, oi
give it to the pastor at church next day. The great
is

plan must be worked to the ultimate limit.

To the womanhood of Asia, stricken, crushed
despised, neglected, the campaign, if successful,

N

article in a recent issue of

The Christian

Intelligencer and Mission Field speaks of

some hitherto unpublished records concerning the
West India Company that are in the San Marino
Library of Mr. Huntington. It recalls the fact that
during the term of Gov. Seward, of New York,

Hon. John Romeyn Brodhead was sent abroad to
secure transcripts of documents in Holland, France
and England bearing on America’s early history.

tl

will

give strength, health and opportunity to live on a
higher plane. The full value of what is done on
December 9th will never be adequately estimated
until the books are made up and opened in the

City of the Great King. May the words of the
Master be used to the great company of mothers
and sisters who will start out on Saturday, Decei
ber 9th,— “0 woman, great is thy
unto thee even as thou wilt !”

faith ;

be

it doi

November

29,

1922 cbe
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And Churches
By Mary A. Shaw

Automobile!

tjOOTH Tarkington makes one of his characters, speakD ing from the viewpoint of an automobile maker of
days, speculate about the changes that the then
new invention might be expected to make in people’s lives,
both outwardly and inwardly. If he had been going into
the early

the philosopher might have included church life
among the things destined to be altered in various ways.
Now that the cars have become onnipresent, a subtle analyst
might enjoy tracing out the ways in which the inner life
of American churchgoers has been affected by them, and
even an amateur observer can detect the signs of outward
details

pastor calls on new families living within two or three
blocks of the church, they ask where it is. As might be
expected, the Sunday School is very large in proportion to
the church goers, and its accommodation in the little building offers a problem of the Chinese puzzle variety. At the
same time, the Sunday School is the most hopeful feature of
the work, because through it the minister gets into contact
with the parents and the homes.
The minister hopes that the coming of colder weather
will help to solve one of his problems by making outdoor
work and play a little less attractive, but it will create
another one, because the stoves which gave ample heat in
the milder weather will not make the building comfortable
on cold days.

The Reformed Church

change.

Moralists have frequently mentioned one of the most
obvious uses to which the automobile has been put in connection with church life; that, namely, of providing an
excuse for staying away from church on Sunday morning.
In this branch of negative or destructive activity “few
can equal, none excel it quite.’’ Its success as a distracting
element in Sunday morning services, especially in the case

churches who once took pride in a location
on a pleasant avenue, has been equally marked. But the
antomobile has had nobler uses than these in connection
with church life, and some of them are reflected in the
recent correspondence of the Board of Domestic Missions.
The auto has facilitated the Classical Missionary’s work
immensely. Every Classical Missionary has a good word
for the hardy little car. The missionary of one of the
Sioux Classes reports, as an encouraging note, the appreciation shown by two little Minnesota fields who helped to
provide him with “an absolutely new Henry Ford.” For
these devoted men who serve, sometimes, six or seven

of those older

churches or stations long distances apart,

761

where the fami-

are scattered over Dakota or Minnesota farms, miles
distant on all sides from their common center, the church,
the car is the. thing that makes a certain amount of genuine
pastoral care possible, with all that it implies in the way
of ministration which cannot be given in a church service
on Sunday. During the past year the owner of one of
these cars in the service of the Board, has taken care of
seven churches among the Eastern hills. His job has been
a hard one, but it would have been much harder without a
car. There is an intimate connection between the developlies

ment of the automobile industry of late years and the
increase in the Classical Missionary force, and in the number of new missions in the West and older churches in the
East, which have been given regular care.
If it had not been for some of the Middle Western cities,
which during the last years have achieved wealth and fame
by way of the automobile, it is probable that considerably
fewer people would have been brought within the potential
range of the Reformed Church, and the Church Building
Fund would have had less to think of. In one of these
towns, which has had, successively, a boom, a slump, and a
return to something like normal conditions, the Board during the last two years has helped four new churches and
missions from the Building Fund. Not all of them had
reached the stage of needing permanent buildings, or the
total of over eighteen thousand dollars which was loaned
to enterprises in this particular city would have been still
larger.

In another place in the same State, where the manufacture of cars and auto accessories has been the breath
of life for the last few years, the Board has just now been
able to take into consideration a request of last spring from
a new church, started as a mission not many months ago,
for a loan to help build part of its church building on a
lot which was a gift. In his correspondence with the Board
the minister, the first pastor of the little congregation, gives
a picture of church life and its difficulties in an industrial
neighborhood where almost all the residents are newcomers.
It is a neighborhood of exceedingly busy people. All are
getting settled in their new homes, and find odd jobs about
the house and yard to fill all their spare time. Many of
them work in night shifts, and others are obliged to work
on Sunday. The building which is being used by the new
congregation does not look like a church at all; when the

in this community has the field
practically to itself at present, and has an excellent opportunity to build up a good church, — and in this consummation the automobile will have played its parti

Church Advertising

STOOD

one day in front of a long low building. The
eaves curved up gracefully as orthodox Chinese eaves
should. Grass seeds blown from a long distance by mischievous winds had found shelter in the cracks between the
tiles, and were producing a crop under difficulties. Paper
windows, split into a hundred threads by the summer winds
and rain, fluttered feebly in the breeze. The structure was
undeniably old. It had served its day as an inn and as a
theatre. Above my head, where I stood, was a sign painted
in indifferent colors which might have been translated, “This
is a church.” This house of worship was not grand and
imposing; it was gray and impoverished. It was a “holey”
place, as the windows and roof boldly insinuated. You
would not’ have suspected its present use. It had every
odor, save that of sanctity. As an inn it had been comfortable; as a theatre it had been entertaining; as a church
it

was

neither.

A man came up

to

me and, looking at the sign

over

the door, asked, “What is a church?”
“A church,” I replied, “is a place where people learn to
be good, to be honest, to be strong, to be clean,” etc., etc.
Then he said, “If I couldn’t be better than this church
is, I think I’d put some grass on my hat for people to laugh
at too. And if this church is honest, it will fall down in
a heap in a few days, for it certainly gives promise of an
early collapse. As for being strong, if I got any inspiration from this tottering barn, I’d go home and take pills

for anemia, and — ”
“You misunderstand me,” I protested, “I meant—”
“As for being clean,” he pursued, “there are obvious
advantages in being the opposite of that ill-kept pile of
bricks.”

Before I could protest, he threw back at me, as he started
off, this choice sentiment: “I heard a foreigner say once,
that the state of Chinese religions could be pretty well determined by a glance at the crumbling ruins of the temples
seen everywhere. Since so little care is exercised in the
upkeep of houses of worship, it was plain that the concern
for righteousness, and the restraints of a religious conscience were in a similar state of decay.”
Then it occurred to me that we never can tell how much
of our religion we wear on the outside. First impressions
are often the most lasting. Jesus inaugurated His ministry
by cleaning up the temple because it looked dirty to Him.

As

Him, someone might have hung a sign
over the temple gate, reading, “This is a den of robbers.”
He didn’t stand outside explaining to the passers-by that it
really was not a den of robbers. He went inside and
astonished everybody by cleaning it up. The stone which
the builders rejected has become the head of the corner of
the spiritual church. And that makes for endurance. But
some of us temporal builders are still throwing away headstones. I was more than ever convinced that we ought to
behave well, and look well, too.
My inquisitor was right and wrong.. Every time I tried
to set him right, the church front set him wrong.
We ' go to work on a new church when warm weather
sets
E. M. P.f Jr., in Chinese Recorder.
it appeared to

in.
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There Used To Be Told an anecdote of two young

girls

who were

discussing th^ question of what Christmas gifts
they should purchase for a girl friend. One said: “I think
I shall buy her a book.” To which the other replied: “Don’t
get her a book she has a book.” It is evident that this is
a very old story; for in these days the person or the household without a multiplicity of books must be very exceptional. One might even say that it is more difficult to avoid
books than it used to be to secure them. In these days
everybody reads books; but unfortunately in the plethora of
publicationsit is not always easy, even for the discriminating, to decide what books are profitable and what should
be avoiejed. It is undoubtedly the case that a vast amount
of fiction finds publication which is ephemeral and unprofitable. There are few novels of the present generation
which one desires to keep in his library side by side with
the classics. It would perhaps be going too far to say that
a book that was not worth keeping was not worth reading;
and it may as well be admitted that we of the present time
are not capable of deciding which of the books of today
will be of value tomorrow. As a guide to profitable reading
the Interpreter once heard a plan which has much to
commend it. One book of travels or essays was to be read
for every book of fiction. If this plan is followed the
more serious books will provide some antidote for the
froth which one will occasionally find in novels; however
much he may try to avoid it. We are living in an age of
books and we do well to take advantage of what is a great
opportunity for enlightenment and culture; but we must
l arn to discriminate between books that are uplifting and
those that are degrading. Some of the latter are considered
“smart” in these days.
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There Seems to Be a growing cult for that process in
human affairs which was formerly characterized as lifting

Wb
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normal American attitude and so the Interpreter, while
admitting he knows little about it, is willing to accept the

Managing Editor

TERMS
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ment, it would seem to be the time now if ever to plica
our merchant marine in a position to compete with that of
other nations. So long as he can remember the Interpreter
has been hearing that we could not have an effective
merchant marine without subsidy; and the impression j.
general that other maritime nations render such assistance.
When the help of the national government is extended in
• such a variety of ways as at present, including the improve,
ment of inland highways and waterways, it is at least
reasonable to think that it would be a natural step to
extend the assistance to the voyagers on the deep seas.
Transportation has in huge measure been the cause of
American prosperity; and it has always been fostered by
the government. But the transportation of American
products does not stop at the seaports; it must reach the
far corners of the world. If we are to be satisfied with a
condition which now requires the transfer of our product!
from American railways to foreign ships when the products
reach our ports, we may reasonably object to a subsidy
for American ships; and the government may scrap or sink
the ships which it now owns. But this does not seem a

41
!

It Is a Bit Difficult for the average citizen to understand either the advocacy of or the opposition to the ship
subsidy which is again urged upon Congress by the President. It is a technical as well as an economic question.
Unfortunately, it seems also to be a political question. The
message of the President on the matter gives the casual
reader the impression both of clarity and sincerity. With
an enormous fleet of idle ships in possession of the govern-

oneself by the boot-straps. It manifests itself at the present

time in a mental exercise which makes imagination take
the place of fact; which maintains that something is because
we think it; or rather that we can create a condition by
thinking it hard and constantly. It involves the exaltation
of self— the belief in a mental power that is unfailing and
which, it may be added, is ordinarily if not always exercised
for personal profit. This religion— for it is a type of self,
worship— has some eminent advocates who profess to be
able to point to many wonderful results of their system.
It is useless to combat this foolishness; because it will
doubtless have its day and pass out as have other similar
cults. The sincere Christian may adapt one of the slogans;
and by prayer and meditation arrive at the time when he
may truly say: “Day by day and in every wav Jesus Christ
is helping me to be better and better”

+
*

+ +
For a Number of Years

m

has been one of the tasks of
economists and social workers to endeavor to determine the
minimum daily or weekly wage required to support in
decency a singl worker or a family. The results of their
study have been published from time to time and present
varying conclusions. Latterly there has come from railroad
workers a demand for a “Living wage,” and here again we
are confronted with varying opinions as to just what constitutes that industrial desideratum. It is undoubted that
studies of living conditions and. costs have done much to
relieve economic distress and to combat industrial oppression; but it is not always recognized that in so large a
country as the United States it is practically impossible to
determine for the whole land a fixed rate of earnings which
would constitute everywhere a living wage. An irreducible
minimum for New York, Chicago or Denver would provide
affluence for the workers resident in thousands of smaller
communities; just as a living wage based upon conditions
and costs in these smaller places would spell starvation
for the workers in large centers of population. It is absurd
to expect that a fixed wage for each of the many classes
of railroad workers, whose homes are to be found in almost
every variety of community in the nation, could be arrived
at with anything like justice. There is another element
in the situation which, although artificial, must be faced.
It is the differing standards of different kinds of people.
Mere food and shelter may satisfy many; but to many
others the provision of elemental needs only would mean
mental and moral hardship. The whole subject is too complicated for statistical solution, unless each community,
it

large and small, provides the statistical force to study the
problem from its local and individual standpoint.
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Memorial Service for Dr. E. A. Collier. — Rev. Edward A.
Collier was born on November 21, 1837. In 1864 he became
pastor of the Kinderhook, N. Y., Church and continued in

when he

resigned, and was continued as pastor emeritus until his death in 1920. The
present pastor of the church, Rev. William L. Robinson,
feeling that such a long service should not pass unnoticed,
planned that on Sunday, November 19, there would be a
memorial service, to show the esteem in which Dr. Collier
is held. The sermon was delivered by Rev. D. H. Chrestensen, of Nassau, N. Y., a personal friend of many years'
standing of Dr. Collier. Special music was arranged, and
many datives were present, as well as a large congregation, most of whom knew and loved their former pastor and
friend. The church, under Mr. Robinson’s care, is making
advances and is maintaining its ancient traditions. Thirtythree new. members have been received during the present
service until 1907,

active

i

year.

The Church

of the Comforter, Kingston, N. Y., Rev. Wilbur F. Stowe, pastor, is
planning a series of evangelistic services for the latter part
of January, under the Leadership of Dr. Arthur J. Smith,
formerly Secretary of the Evangelistic Committee of New
York City. The project of erecting a community house is
also being discussed.
Services Planned at .Kingston. —

New Organist at Lafayette

Church. —

Because of the

marriage of Miss Ethel Stevens, the organist, the Lafayette
Churcly of Jersey City, has been compelled to find a new
organist. After two months of candidating, the Consistory
has engaged Kri William H. Schmidt, who seems to possess
ability similar to that of Mr. Lewis Sherwood, who for forty
years presided at the console, and is now organist emeritus.

Rev.

Edward Niles Called to Newtown. — The many

of Rev. Edward Niles will be glad to welcome him
back into the Reformed Church. He has accepted a call to
the old Newtown Church, at Elmhurst, Long Island, and
will begin his work there on December 17th.
Highland Park Needs More Room. — The Highland Park
Church, in New Brunswick, N. J., Rev. Anthony Luidens,
pastor, must find more Sunday school room. In five years
the public school enrollment has increased from 500 to
1,200. Mr. Luidens’ church’s responsibility has correspondingly increased, and its capacity is taxed to the limit. An
effort has been made to distribute the educational work
friends

through week day and Daily Vacation schools, but the
Sunday school capacity is still severely taxed. A building
committee is working at plans, and the Consistory is looking
for ways and means to meet the new responsibility. The
total enrollment in the three educational efforts, including
duplicates,

was 800

scholars.

Rev. H. M. Petterson Improving. — Rev. H. M. Petterson,
who underwent a severe operation at the Mayo Brothers
Hospital, Rochester, Minn., is reported as being on the road
to recovery. Mr. Petterson suffered very much, but is
hopeful now for complete relief and a permanent cure.

Central College Music Rooms. — The Music Rooms of
Central College are nearing completion, and it will not be
long before students can practice in voice and piano in the
new studios. Residents of Pella are holding teas in order
to secure funds for one of the much needed pianos.
The White Church to Stay White. — The South Bushwick
Church, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is locally known as the “White
Church.” In order to stay white the Consistory is spending
$4,000 in beautifying the buildings and parsonage. The
church edifice is really a village church in a city setting,
for it was built seventy years ago, when Bushwick was
only a village. Mr. Meyer has issued a call to the congregation for funds with which to finance the project, and confidently expects that the entire expense will be met.

at vwwoiu

Boy’s Brigades at Church. — The Boy’s Brigade of the
Vanderveer Park M. E. Church was the guest of the
Brigade of the Flatlands, Brooklyn, Church at its church
service on Sunday, November 19th. Chaplain Charles
William Roeder, of the New York Division of the United
Boy’s Brigade of America, delivered the address, which was
on the subject, “The Highest Form of Reward.”
Evangelistic Services at Lebanon. — The Lebanon, N. J.,
Church, Rev. Paul Wagner, pastor, is uniting with the
Methodist Church of the same town in a series of evangelistic services. Both churches are enthusiasticover the meetings and it is hoped that they will be instrumental in
bringing more workers into the Kingdom.
Church Nights at Washington Heights. — At the Washington Heights Collegiate Church, New York City, Rev. Irving
H. Berg, D.D., pastor, a series of Church Nights has been
planned, to be held in connection with the Wednesday evening prayer meetings. Opportunity to get acquainted will
be provided, and light refreshments will be served.

Harlem Church Men’s Club Banquet. — The Men’s Club of
the Harlem Church of New York City held its annual
banquet in the Army and N#vy Club on Monday, November
13th. The 154 men who were present had a good time, with
a number of fine speakers, among whom were Mr. William
E. Knox, Dr. I. W. Gowen, and Dr. A. A. Pfanstiehl.
Golden Jubilee at College Point. — Beginning on .Sunday,
November 5th, and continuing until Friday, November 9th,
the First Church of College Point, Long Island, celebrated
with appropriate services fifty years of history. The pastor,
Rev. Henry J. Herge, Ph.D., delivered a historical sermon
at the morning service of November 5th, in which he traced
the history of the church from its beginning in a house
in 1871 until the present day, showing that* the church
was formally begun on December 9, 1871, when a meeting

was held and a request made to the North Classis of
L)iig Island for organization. This the Classis did on
24, 1872. Two months after its start the church
received a gift of $30,000 from Mr. Conrad Poppenhusen
with which to erect a church building. A year later Mr.
Adolph Poppenhusen presented the church with a spacious
parsonage. The celebration of the jubilee was interesting
because of the presence at one of the meetings of a number
of former pastors, who told of their remembrances of
work. Among those present were Rev. J. Frederic Berg,
Ph.D., representing his father, Rev. Herman C. Berg, who
was the second minister; Rev. John Baumeister, the third
minister; Rev. Frank Malven, the fourth minister; Rev.
A. C. V. Dangremond, the fifth minister; Rev. Henry Sluyter,
the sixth minister, who immediately preceded Dr. Herge.
The first minister was Rev. Elijah S. Fairchild, and his
service was appropriately recognized. Other ministers who

March

took part were Rev. Benjamin Mottram, of St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church, representing the community, and Dr.
Thomas H. Mackenzie, representing the North Classis of

Long Island. On

Friday, November 10th, the Ladies’ Aid
Society concluded the celebration by presenting a pageant,
entitled, “The Lifted Cross.” As a souvenir of the occasion
Dr. Herge has issued a Golden Jubilee Directory of the
church, containing the historical sermon and many other
articles of information and interest concerning the church.
Lectures at New Brunswick.— The Catskill Church Lectures
on the Christian Ministry were given at the New Brunswick
Seminary on Monday and Tuesday, November 20th and 21st,*
by Dr. Clarence A. Barbour, President of Rochester

Theological Seminary. Dr. Barbour gave three lectures,
the first, on Monday evening, was on “John Wesley, the
Prophet of Evangelism,” the second, on Tuesday afternoon
on “John Henry Newman, the Question of Authority in
Religion,” and the last, on Wednesday evening, on “John
Bunyan, the Immortal Dreamer.”
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Calls Extended and Declined.— Rev. A. J. Van Lummel,
of the Seventh Church of Grand Rapids, Mich., has received
a call from Lodi, N. Y. Rev. Benjamin Hoffman, of the
Second Church of Zeeland, has received a call from the
Beaverdam Church, of Zeeland, Mich. Rev. Martin Flipse,
Classical Missionary of the Classis of the Cascades, has
declined the call given him by the Lynden, Washington,
Church.

New

and ^i0$ion jField November
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Hope College. — Under the auspices
Th« Anchor staff a new literary venture is to be issued
Hope College in the form of a literary magazine. It
1'ublication at

of
in
is

to be a quarterly, containing about sixty pages of material
in each number. The articles are to be contributed by the
students, and will serve to show their literary attainments.

Rev. V. J. Blekkink at Cohoes — Rev. Victor J. Blekkink,
who is to become pastor of the Cohoes, N. Y., Church,
began his work on Thanksgiving Day. Arrangements for
his installation were made at a meeting of the Classis of
Saratoga on November 23rd. Rev. Philip Phelps, who has
served the Cohoes Church as supply for a year, is to stop
m Albany for a while, but expects to make his home in

29,
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Dr. Eugene S. Booth’s Farewell
T T

always a great pleasure to attend functions at Ferri.
Seminary, our Reformed Church school for girls at Yob!
hama. Van Schaick hall is well lighted and attractive tb
audience is always very becomingly attired and equally b!
comingly attentive, while the music is never below a ver»
is

high standard of

The

excellence.

^

few years have been years of great improvement
in the property as well as increase in the number of stn.
dents, and there is an indication of prosperity on even
hand. It is a time of great change in the school. A few
months ago the death of Miss Moulton deprived the institution of one who has been the leader in things musical for
over twenty years, and this September marks the retirement
of Dr. Booth, who has been the principal of the school for
what is in Japan an unparalled period of continuous service
— forty-two
last

years.

Brooklyn.

Missionary Acts as Professor— Rev. Henry P. De Free,
of the Amoy Mission, who is at present home on furlough,
will take the chair of Bible in Hope College for the
remainder of the academic year.

W

Unique Gift to Western Seminary.— In order to help the
authorities of the Western Seminary, at Holland, Mich., in
their desire to properly grade the campus, the people of the
Ebenezer Church, a mile or two east of Holland, have taken
it upon themselves to deliver to the Seminary a large
number of loads of rich soil from that community. The
soil is delivered free of charge, the work and the soil
being a donation by the people of the church.

Dr Ida Scudder and Miss Dodd in Holland.— On Monday.
November 13th, Dr. Ida Scudder and Miss Gertrude Dodd
spoke twice in Holland, Mich., on behalf of the Women’s
Union Colleges of the Orient. In the morning the ladies
addressed the students of Hope College, and in the afternoon the Third Church was crowded to the doors, several
large delegations having come from other cities. It is
believed that a total of $1,700 was given for the cause

Rev. George H. Donavan Resigns.— Rev. George H
Donavan, pastor of the New York Avenue Church, of

a matter of great satisfaction that while Dr. Bootl
Newark, N. J., has resigned, to take effect on November 1st.
has arrived at an age when, as the world sees things now
retirement is his due, and when it seems more desirable h
Armistice Day Service at Lebanon.— A Union Armistice
Day Service was held on November 11th in the Lebanon, deliberatelymake the change than to wait till untowan
N. J., Church. The Methodist and Reformed Churches of circumstances might force it upon us abruptly, yet hii
natural force seems not appreciably diminished, and hii
the town are working together in a spirit of unity, and
interest in all that pertains to the well-being of people ii
great things are hoped for the progress of the Kingdom.
general, and young girls especially, seems not a bit abated
There were 450 people present at the service.
For these reasons while the farewell meeting, which ii
Rev. W. MacNair in Grand Rapids.— Rev. Wilmer MacNair,
who recently resigned his charge at Holmdel,- N. J., has accordance with Japanese custom, was held in the school
removed to 356 Hollister Avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich., and chapel on the afternoon of October 14th, was touched will
what Dr. Booth himself referred to as “a tinge of refined
requests that his mail be forwarded to his new address
sorrow,” yet his own buoyancy of spirit, the charm of the
While Mr. MacNair does not expect to again take up a
weather, the kind feeling of the assembled friends, and the
regular pastorate he will be glad to be of any service in
assurance apparently shared by all that the Doctor’s wort
rssistmg pastors in the vicinity of Grand Rapids.
was to be satisfactorily carried forward, made it an occsWhat Hope’s Last Class Is Doing.— Hope College has sion almost of jubilance. It is very rare indeed that s
Jssued a little pamphlet telling what the class of
missionary can look back upon so many years of uninter1922 is doing from which the following figures are taken
rupted service in one location, with no change of character
56 seniors were graduated. 15 are theological students in
and years, which while they have carried a certain amount
Reformed Church seminaries; 21 are teaching in public high
of ups and downs, have yet really advanced to such »
schools; 12 are taking post-graduate and professional courses
degree of attainment that Dr. Booth can look at the complem medicine, pure science or philosophy; two are in business tion of his long term of service as a sort of triumph.
m ^"e United States and one in China; one is in hospital
Van Schaick hall was comfortably filled at two o’clock
medical training; and one is in missionary teaching in
in the afternoon, with a few students, many alumnae,
India. Only one of the class is at home, at present not
parents of students and friends of the school. To these
engaged m gainful work or advanced study. Of those classi
must be added friends of Dr. and Mrs. Booth from the
tied, four are in medical training and five in theological trainmissionary and commercial community. The head teacher
ing for foreign service. Five graduates of other classes
of the school, Mr. lasa, introduced the speakers, after fully
sailed for foreign service during the past summer.
explaining the nature of the occasion, referring to his own
Calls Declined.— Rev. H. Colenbrander, of Rock Valley,
score of years of co-operation with Dr. Booth, and eulog^
Iowa, has declined the call to Hospers, Iowa, Rev. H. J.
ing the services of the latter to the cause of female educaPietenpol, of Otley, Iowa, has declined the call to Holland,
tion in the empire. He was followed by Dr. H. V. S.
Nebraska, and Rev. M. Stegeman, of Overisee, Mich., has
Peeke, representing the Trustees of the school and the Misdeclined the call to Hospers, Iowa.
sion, who reminded Dr. Booth that it was now his duty
It is

’
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and privilege to crown the long years of pedagogic activity
by special devotion to the ministry of intercession, even
though his prayers might be directed from some widely

What

separated place.

One of the earliest graduates of the school spoke in
English, representing the Alumnae, and the representative
of the Mayor of the great city of Yokohama and His ExGovernor of the Prefecture, spoke sympathetically* It was noticeable that these gentlemen did not read
the customary stilted address, brocaded with difficult and
cold Chinese terminology, but spoke freely as friends to
friends in the style of intimate discourse.
Miss Hayashi, who has long served the school as a
teacher, and who has long been regarded as almost a
replica of Miss Moulton, represented the alumnae and
friends of the school in presenting to Dr. Booth a parting
present of the no mean sum of Yen 5,000, which is equivalent to $2,500. This was a very handsome thing to do, and
is one of the ways the Japanese have of expressing their
appreciation of service to good causes. Different peoples
have different methods of expression, but no one can deny
that the Japanese are far from lacking in the grace of
was by no means easy for Dr. Booth to respond fittingly to such expressions of regard and affection, but in spite
of his feelings he soon found his natural and very strong
voice, and his words doubtless awakened many memories
in the hearts of the older pupils present. Dr. and Mrs.
Booth will spend a few weeks with friends in China, and
about the middle of December make their way to the United
States where they contemplate spending some time, in spite
It

many

that draw them to Japan.
The exercises were interspersed with excellent music by
a chorus of the students, and by some instrumental selections as well. After the audience had passed by Dr. and
Mrs. Booth, giving them their personal congratulations and
expressing farewell words, the company adjourned to the
new and very cheerfully lighted gymnasium where refreshof the

ties

ments were served.

Dr. Booth's work is being taken over by Miss Jennie
Kuyper, and while in a sense a new regime is being inaugurated, yet the condition of the school is such that the
change will in most respects be hardly noticeable. On the
19th of this same month, under the care of the President
of the Mission, Miss Kuyper will be formally inducted into
her new office. We bespeak for Miss Kuyper the same
sincere, hearty and prayerful interest that has characterized
the friends of the school in the past.

A Sermon

In

A

Cocoanut

THIS

sermon is not a creation of the imagination, but
one that was actually preached in the Indian town of
Ramasamudram, by the Rev. J. Bushanam, Pastor of the
Punganur parish, and which I myself heard. It is based
upon the heathen rite of breaking cocoanuts before the
shrines of Hindu gods. This is the most common form of

and is practised with much devotion and
sincerity by all Hindus. There is no religious ceremony
sacred offering,
that I

know

of, nor

any circumstance of ordinary

life

for

which the breaking of a cocoanut is not considered a most
effective sacrifice and means of gaining merit and the
favor of the gods. Cocoanuts are broken to secure an
auspicious journey, good crops, successful business, at births,
marriages, and funerals. In fact this fruit has so many
religious associations to the Hindu people that it is an
excellent object from which to teach a spiritual lesson. I
was so deeply impressed with the force and conviction with
which Pastor Bushanam delivered this sermon, and with the
deep and reverent spirit in which it was received that I
asked him to dictate it to me in English, so that I might
scud it on for interested friends at home. Of course it
suffered by being translated and by being given without
the inspiration of an audience. It has only been given in
outline, with many of the most telling references to Hindu
custom and to individual sinful practises omitted.
“Our forefathers had a noble purpose in breaking cocoauuts to idols. We go and buy a cocoanut in the bazaar, or
take one from a tree. The hard shell of the cocoanut which
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the extension of Christ's Kingdom are dissipated!
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Invest now, as other women in our church have
been doing for nearly ten years in

Annuity Bonds
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The Woman’s Board
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Foreign Missions

thereby receiving a sure and regular income during
your life, and sharing in the work of making Christ
known to the Nations afterward.
Objective for the Jubilee of the Board in 1925,
$50,000 invested in Annuity Bonds.

Write for details to the Treasurer of the Woman’s
Board of Foreign Missions, 25 East 22nd Street,
i>ew Yoik City, N. Y.

we want to break is now covered with a rough, fibrous substance. This must be removed little by little, and then we
will have the shell cocoanut. Removing the fibre has a
great lesson, such as expelling the outer sins of a man:—
that is, caste, color, and rank. But the shell is very hard,
and difficult to break. So also the heart of a man is very
hard. Yet, he who would truly worship, must break the
cocoanut somehow, generally with a very severe blow. In
like manner, the sins of the heart are so imbedded that they
cannot be given up easily. Still a good devotee must give
up his inward and secret sins at any cost. Next, after
breaking the shell, the sweet water flows out. So also,
when a man repents of his sins with a right spirit, tears
should flow out of his eyes as a symbol of true repentance.
As the sweet milk or water flows out from the cocoanut
and falls to the ground, and cannot be recovered, so a good
devotee will, with the shedding of his tears of repentance,
give up his inner sins, and will never again harbor them in
his heart. Then, after the shell has been broken, we find
the white meat of the cocoanut. Taking a bit of camphor
and putting it into the pure white cup formed by the meat
of the broken cocoanut, we light it, and offer it as a symbol
of highest devotion and penitence, and of the willingness
to give up all sins, both outward and inward. The white
meat of the cocoanut is the symbol of a pure and undefiled
heart. It cannot be obtained without the difficult task of
breaking the cocoanut, symbolical of a broken and penitant
heart, first accomplished.
“Now in our religious practice, what is the religious
usage to which we put this white meat. We dry it in the
sun, press out the oil, and use it as a means of light. The
meat has to be put through the extreme pressure of the
mill in order to extract the oil. The residue is cast away,
but the oil gives light to many people. Likewise the devotee
must be subjected to the experiences of suffering and trials
so that the pure and holy life that results may be like the
oil, a bright and a shining light to others. Although the
body, like the residue, is cast away, the spirit of a pure
and upright life will be an acceptable and living sacrifice
before God.
“Therefore, brethren, when we come before God, we must
not take the empty, ineffectual cocoanut as a sacrifice, but
a broken and contrite heart. Our priest, Jesus Christ, has
taught us that only the pure in heart shall see God. He
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whom we must give *the hard cocoanut of
the heart that He may break it for us, He is the priest
from whom we must receive again the broken and contrite
heart, He is the one for whom we must experience suffer-

1922

29,

is the priest to

ing and hardship in the mill of life in order that our
spirits may be purified and made holy lives, which like
sacred oil, are worthy to burn eternally in His presence.^
Note: The introduction and a few slight revisions are the
only contributions of the writer.

John G. Gebhard,

Thanksgiving
For

all

Thy reverend

servants, Lord,

Who

long have served and bravely borne,

Who

well have taught and wrought Thy

Jr.,

Madanapalle, India.

Word,

Whose

Fortieth Anniversary Echoes

WOMEN’S BOARD OF DOMESTIC MISSIONS
The following letter shows the way Prairie View, Kansas,
shared in the occasion:
“Enclosed you will find a check from the Luctor
Church for those who are coming to supper at the
Fortieth Anniversary. We will not be there in
person, but perhaps it might stimulate the spirit of
the occasion if a table could be set aside for the

We

virtues

bless Thee,

Till, past

We

still

Thy Church adorn,

and implore Thy grace

dark death, they see

thank Thee for their

Thy

lives sincere

That warned and wooed away from

sin,

For words of wisdom and of cheer

twenty-two of us whose names accompany this
check, and let it serve as a visible testimony that
the frontiers of the Reformed Church are not for-

That helped us worthier wealths to

getting to ‘remain with the

The

stuff.1

face.

Lord,

may we save from care and

win

;

loss

saints that led us to the Cross.

“Although we somewhat envy those who can be
present and meet with the folks on November 21st,
we are glad to share in this way. With prayers for

—

Denis Wortman.

the success of the Anniversary,
Faithfully Yours,

The Ladies1 Aid

Society.
Luctor Church.”

Because of lack of space the full account of the Anniver
sary will not appear until next week's issue of The Chris-

MINISTERIAL PENSION FUND
REFORNED CHURCH IN AMERICA
25 East 22nd

Street

New York

tian Intelligencer and Mission Field — watch for it.
There is only room at this time to say that the Special
Fortieth Anniversary Celebration will really last through
the remaining five months of the Board year, until the
thirtieth day of April, 1923.
«*

FIVE MONTHS

in which to gather the large remaining
segment of the needed sustaining funds of $159,790 for the
daily flow of the work, and also to receive from life-long
friends, or newer ones, THE FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN ANNUITIES— two thousand of which has already
been promised.
Every one can share in this, for it will diminish no one's
income. It just means placing a sum with the Board and
receiving a good interest on it from the day it is given to
the day one goes to the Heavenly Home. Then it remains
here to bless, Christianize and save America. .
Through your Annuity gift Jesus can truly say to you,
“I was an hungered, and ye gave me meat,
I was
sick and ye visited me, . . . Inasmuch as ye have done
it unto one of the least
ye have done it unto me.”
Will you look over your resources and see if you cannot
invest $500, or $1,000, or more with the Board, and do it

...

...

NOW.
The schedule of

interest rates

gladly be sent to you on

Harvest

Home

and

all information will

request.

at Little Falls. —

E. H. A.

The First Church

of Little

Home,
was a success. The

Falls, N. J., has just held a very satisfactory Harvest

which both socially and financially
amount realized was $1,456, and this is to be applied to the
reduction of a mortgage. There are still $1,750 remaining
on the mortgage, but Rev. C. J. Fingar is looking forward
to a complete elimination of the debt next year.
Accepts Call to Ebenezer Church. — Rev. Garret Flikkema,
of Prairie City, Iowa, has accepted a call to Ebenezer
Church, near Holland, Mich.

Rev. L. Dykstra Leaves Danforth, 111. — Rev. Lawrence
Dykstra, pastor of the Danforth, 111., Church, is retiring
from active service, and plans to move to California, where
he intends to reside with his children.

Western Seminary Happenings
Within the last weeks, some splendid lectures have been
given in the Chapel of Semelink Hall. The first of these
was given by Rev. A. De Jonge, pastor of Fifth Reformed
Church, Grand Rapids. He spoke on the subject, “How the
Minister can maintain his spiritual Lite.” Rev. De Jonge's
wide experience enabled him to give many splendid suggestions which we hope to follow out.
The Seminary is indeed fortunate in being able to persuade Dr. Oltmans, President of the General Synod, to give
a series of three lectures on Japan. The first of these,
“Japan Among the Nations” served as a background- and
portrayed the new Japan as it is today. The second, “The
Present Trend of Religious Thought in Japan” treated the
various phases' of Japanese religions, and their present
attitude toward Christianity. The third lecture will be
delivered in the near future. The subject has not been
announced, but we feel that it will be a fitting climax to
this splendid series.

The latest development in the Seminary is an elocution
class under the direction of Mrs. Dougherty, of Holland.
The work is compulsory for the Junior Class and optional
with the Middlers and Seniors. Most of the upper classmen
are taking advantage of this opportunity of improving their
pulpit oratory.
At the last meetings of the Adelphic Society, the follow-

ing papers were read: Carl Schroeder on “Spiritualism,”
C. R. Wierenga on “Pietism” and Dave Bogard on “The
Colossian Heresy.”

— The parsonage of Rev. J. E
Tietema, at Carmel, Iowa, was damaged recently by fir®*
The fire was detected in time to make the loss quite small*

Carmel Parsonage on

Fire.

New Brunswick Seminary Reception.— The

annual reception of the New Brunswick Seminary was held on Thursday
evening, November 23rd, at the home of Professor E. P*
Johnson. Besides the students of the Seminary and the
families of the members of the faculty, a number of the
friends of the Seminary were present.
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Book Reviews
The Crisis of the Churches. By
Leighton Parks. No one except an
Episcopalian clergyman, like Dr. Parks,
with the ability and courage to think his
way through the problems of Sacramentarianism and Sacerdotalism as

found in the Anglican and Roman
branches of the Church, and come out

an avowed

Protestant, believing firmly
in the spiritual rather than the magical
ministry of the Church of Jesus Christ,
could have written this book. The other
branches of Protestantism are too far
removed from these influences to understand them so well. Primarily intended
for the sectarians of his own Communion, it so sympathetically interprets
the mission of the Episcopal denomination in its Apostolic rather than Pro-

phetic ministry, that it irresistably
breaks down the barriers of sect and
makes for unity. This unity, the book
insists, must be realized not through any
mechanical organization, but rather
through a spiritual fellowship which

to meet the ideals and principles of the style, are very

indispensable contribution which
each makes to the larger life of the
Church as a whole. Such a unity will
result in a noble and hearty co-operation of all branches of the church in its
fight against the most dangerous enemy
of our day — modem paganism. One
cannot read this book without feeling

the thrill of the call of the frontier
through which Dr. Parks blazes his
trail. $1.50. — (Charles Scribner’s Sons.)

The

Reconstruction

By Charles A. Ellwood.

of Reugion.

It is

refreshing

to find a sociologist who has so thoroughly thought through his problems as
to discover that science and religion are
not rivals, but allies. Both are working
for the same social ends, neither can
hope to do the work of the other, each
needs the help of the other if together
they are successfully to cope with the

modem

social situation.

This discovery Professor Ellwood has
made, and he sets it forth in this book

more

not new, but rather the commonplaces
of Christian endeavor as long as he can
remember. Not the Church so much as
society has been blind to their truth
and importance. Now that the science
of sociology has come to agree with the
Church upon these truths, we may hope
for better things. For this age is more

“The Reconstruction of Religion.”
For according to its own statements the

religion of Jesus is the one thing that
needs no reconstruction to meet the

needs of the situation. It is modem
society which needs to be reconstructed

while and

Church and Sunday School Pm.
licity. By Herbert H. Smith. To

Mr.

Smith, who is the Associate Director

of

the Department of Publicity of the Pre*.

byterian Church, U. S. A., credit mnit
be given for producing a book that will
prove invaluable to all who sincerely

wish to secure guidance in

practical

inclined to listen to the voice of science methods of advertising the church and

which Professor Ellwood
“The Church
all

human

is the

concludes

:

its

work. This book

is unquestionably

the sanest and most understandable of
those which have been issued in recent
years.

To any minister who has

institutions.”

$2.25.

been

at

work more than a dozen years the idea
of church publicity must be approached
as an absolutely new thing, for prior to
that time there was

a sentiment that

most important of cards, circulars, bulletins, etc.,

— (The ing anything

advertu-

religious bordered on

the

Macmillan Company.)

profane. Since that time, however, a
modern way of considering the subject

Satan, His Personality, Power and
Overthrow. By Edward M. Bounds.
Dr. Bounds is evidently in love with his
subject, though not with its object. He
takes keen delight in matching his wits
against the wiles of the Devil. He
ventures to write this book because he
is confident that he has outwitted him.
Such chapters as The Devil a Busy
Character, The Devil and the Church,
The Devil and His Methods, The Devil
Exposed, Our Defense against the Devil,
are written with abounding enthusiasm
and suppressed humor. For all those
to whom the Devil as a personality furnishes a real disturbing problem this
book will be most helpful. Satan has
seldom been shown up and shoved down
more dexterously and effectually than
in this encounter with Dr. Bounds.
$1.25.— (F7emin«jr H. Revell Company.)

has come into being, and the pastor who
does not now advertise in some way is

clearly and convincingly than it
has ever before been stated. Two facts
If Thou Shalt Confess. By Jan
stand out indisputably: First, sociology
needs, and must avail itself of, the as- Karel Van Baalen. Every pastor is
sistance of religion if it is going to very much concerned about the young
succeed in arousing that enthusiasm for people of his charge; and the matter
humanity as a whole which is indis- that concerns him most is how to hold
pensable for the preservation of our them true and loyal to the Lord and
modern democratic civilization.Second, His church after they have made prothe religion of Jesus Christ is most fession of faith and after what is comperfectly adapted to meet the pressing monly spoken of as “joining the church."
needs of modern social science and Any effort that will aid him in his enmodern democracy. As one finishes the deavors to have his young people “grow
book the wonder grows why it is en- in grace and the knowledge of our Lord
titled,

much worth

teaching of Jesus. . The Reconstruction helpful. It is written from a conserv*.
of Society would be the more accurate tive, “orthodox” standpoint but jierhapi
title.
is none the less needed because of thk,
It is true that Professor Ellwood de- The author had a specific need in min^
votes much space to the need for the and a more or less circumscribed “field"
Church of Jesus Christ to reconstruct viz., the Dutch Reformed Church— bnt
its conception of Christianity to the nevertheless the statements in the book
teachings of Jesus. But the reviewer and its truths are applicable to all
has been a member of a minister’s fam- Christians of whatever denomination.
ily all his life, and he finds that the $1.00. — (The Reformed Press.)
suggestions of Professor Ellwood are

than the voice of the Church. If every
Christian minister would read this book,
and then preach a series of sermons
upon its various chapters, the Church
would experience a revival of faith in
its own supreme mission. For both
will enable the different branches of the
Christians and Non-Christians would be
Church Universal to recognize the value
forced to realize the great truth with

and
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a rarity.
Like all new things the art of advertising has made blunders and there
are methods that are no longer considered valuable. Mr. Smith shows in
clear form the most worth while ways,

and

gives examples

of

methods. Valuable indeed are

successful

the

given concerning writing for the

papers. Too few pastors, or
secretaries,

know how to

news-

pastors’

suppress

superlative. Too few know how to

news

hints

articles without becoming

the

write

effusive.

No

minister will make a mistake in
investing in Mr. Smith’s book. It is
full of practical, workable suggestions,
which will, if followed up, result in s

wider knowledge of the mechanics of
advertising, and a clearer understanding

of its value and limitations. $1.2&
(Westminster Press.)

The Country Faith. By

Frederick

F. Shannon. Dr. Shannon in this littj*
volume has given ten more of his
brilliant sermons to the public. No one
can read them, minister or laymani
without being swept by the current of
enthusiasm generated in the soul of
the preacher. The two opening dis^
courses deal with “The Country Faith,
a delightful subject handled with the
and Saviour Jesus Christ” is hailed ease of a master, but the fourth, oo
with delight. This book is such an “The Temple of Christian Civilization,
effort. It is a book which it would be is a splendid specimen of homiletic conwell for every new communicant, old struction and preaching for the present
or young, to have and read. Its advice hour. Very fine also is the closinf
and suggestions, given in a colloquial sermon in the volume on “The Vision
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Splendid/' Dr. Shannon has caught task of presenting The Idea of God, cation. The Church School cannot take
that vision and knows how to reveal it. thorough scholarship,a keen mind, and the place of the Family. A reaction
an unfettered spirit in search of the from the church school back to the
oo. — (The Macmillan Company.)
truth He is perfectly at home in all family has clearly started. This book
branches of modern thinking so far as sets out this condition and offers a line
Youth and the Open Door. By they are related to his problem. This of thought or course of definite study
George Ross Wells. A course of lecassures
the
_ --------- reader that the very best to —parents who have ears to hear. Of
tures originally given to the Freshmen
wi*»
of modern thought will be presented, the many books already aimed at this
0f Ohio Wesleyan Universi y is now pr
chapter entitled, Causes Neces- object this seems the best, but the crest
sented to a larger audience. Professor
sitating Change in the Idea of God. of the movement is not yet. It brings
^Tells bases his study upon the truth
arouses a certain amount of suspicion the home problem home,
that the supreme instrument which the
and uneasiness in the mind of the The author’s authority rings true,
individual employs in making a failure
prospective reader. But when the last He states that the book is “a son’s apor success in life is one’s self. Therechapter has been finished these un- preciation of the Christian home in
fore it is most important that each know
warranted fears are allayed. For the which he was brought up and his gratisome things about this human instruchanges which he finds necessary are tude for parents such as they have been
ment in general. These are Instinct
conceptual, they interest only profound and are.”
Habit, Remembering and Forgetting, Attheologian^ and philosophers.
“The children of today do need a new
tention and Interest, How we Reason,
average modern mind finds belief in a set of parents. . . . The family canThe Effects of Emotion. Then there are
personal God again made possible not wholly surrender its educational
some things each ought to know about
through the categories of the inductive function without ceasing to exist. . .
one’s particular self. The Causes of
method which alone is the mode of in- i In such a home the kingdom of God
Failure, The Choice of a Vocation,
vestigation that the modern mind knows begins to come on earth. . . . Play
Character and Temperament. As one
how to employ. This is a masterly dis- is active, amusement is passive. . .
reads many closed doors open, while
cussion of a very profound subject. Its Children want to play rather than be
other doors close. Those who are teachvalue will be appreciated most thorough- amused. . . . The best counsel is
ing youth, and the youths themselves
ly by those who are modern in their not to let children begirv to go to the
cannot afford to neglect this book. $2.00.
point of view, yet it should not be ne- movies too soon. . . . The centri(E. P- Dutton Company.)
glected by those who do not find this fugal tendencies of modern amusements,
treatment in accord with their needs. — each member of the family to his own.
Spiritual Energies in Daily Life.
$3.00. — (The Macmillan Company.) — should be resisted. . . . The list
By Rufus M. Jones. Dr. Jones has
of baptized members should be published
written a most stimulating book. From
The Seven Seals of the Apocalypse, from time to time. There may be from
beginning to end it stirs the soul with
By C. F. Wimberly D.D. This new and time to time a public service for the
the consciousness of its wonderful reoriginal treatment of the book of Revela- baptized members of the church. . .
sources. That God has endowed each
tion is vivid, graphic, dramatic in its The fundamental question to every
one with spiritual energies mighty
sweeping portrayal of historic experi- parent is this: Are you so living that
enough, with His help, to enable one to
ences of humanity as fulfilments of the your children may take your love and
meet and overcome every opposing force
symbolic prophecies of the seven seals, care and reasonable wisdom as the
which materialism and evil can produce,
which are the key to the message of the basis for their beginning to understand
is a truth that comes with timely helpbook. The author emphasizs the fact their heavenly Father, and that their
fulness in this age. The cure for failthat the book claims to be a revelation love for you and confidence in you may
ures lies in “unutilized powers within
of Jesus Christ in His triumphant not unworthily serve as the type for
our easy reach.” The purpose of the
glory, really more than of things to be their love of God and trust in Him?”
book is to enable us “to find the rest
A timely book, by a master writing
known in the future. As such it is
of ourselves” and live a life of strength
necessary in the canon in order to round out of holy experience. Many Reformed
and vigor of soul. It is a spiritual
out the Bible message. The volume is Church parents have ears to hear — let
tonic. $1.50.— (TVie Macmillan Coma clear exposition of the premillenial them read. $1.50. — (The Pilgrim Press.)
pany.)
view. $1.25. — (Fleming H. Revell Com-
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What’s Best Worth Saying. By
Rev. Richard Roberts, D.D. This book

Life. By Lynn Harold Hough. By this
China’s Story. By William Elliot is made up of a series of addresses deunusual title our attention is called to
Griffis. Any book from Dr. Griffis’ livered for the most part to college
the fact that the Devotional Life, like
facile pen on the peoples and problems students: the first seven addresses are
all other spiritual powers possessed by
of the Orient commands attention, for of a doctrinal nature, dealing with the
the individual, has to be defended in
there are few, if any, better informed question of Christian faith, and the last
the battle of life. Strategy is an essenthan he on the life and affairs of the three are of a practical nature. The
tial element in every successful conflict.
Far East. This volume is a new, en- author takes his subject from Coventry
Sustaining one’s devotional life in a
larged and revised edition. With clear- Patmore’s lines, “In divinity and love,
great city brings these two truths to
ness and charm of style, and in con- what’s best worth saying can’t be said."
the fore. The spiritual tactics which
veniently brief compass, it gives an The scope of the book can perhaps best
Dr. Hough would teach are contained in
intimate and sufficiently comprehensive be obtained from a consideration of the
this simple proposition: The Christian
sketch of the history, mythology, litera- subjects of the different chapters:
must be a citizen of the City of God,
ture and life of this oldest of living “What’s Best Worth Saying of Creeds,
and then live in the City of Man for
nations. It is an attractive little volume 0f Faith, of Evil, of the Cross, of Jesus,
the City of God. Such chapters as The
with its symbolic cover and well-selected of God above and God within, of God
Romance of the City of God, Creative
illustrations, just the thing for anyone as a Society, of Spiritual Freedom, of
Beliefs, The Conscience of God, give
desiring an interesting and compact the Business of Life, of Love among
the reader a hint of the inspiring conoutline of the story of China from its the Ruins.” This book is not one that
tents of the book. Primarily intended
remotest beginnings to the present time. can be read once and then placed upon
for city religious workers, it is full of
$2.00.— (Houghton Mifflin Company.)
the shelf, but it demands careful consuggestions for any Christian worker.
sideration and study. The wall of
75 cents. — (The Fleming H. Revell ComThe Training of Children in the argument which the author erects to
pany.)

Christian Family. By Luther Allan
The Idea of God. By Clarence A. Weigle. Here is another good book,
Beckwith. Those acquainted with Pro- from the pen of the Horace Bushnell
fessor Beckwith, of Chicago Theological Professor at Yale, a book that shows
Seminary, know that he brings to his what we are coming to in religious edu-

justify his assumption that God is
friendly to us and that God is love, is
well nigh impregnable. These chapters
will

recommend themselves

ing

man of today. The

to the think-

last three
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chapters, dealing with live, practical
problems of today, are written simply
yet forcefully. They cannot help but
make a man ask himself just where he
is standing and what he is making of
his life. The one chapter on “the Business of Life,” alone is worth 'he price

written with the direct purpose of conworked over and often muddled throuri.
troverting errors, and that still longer
Whether prejudice, selfishness and fall
portions aimed to strengthen and claripride are not the real stumbling block,
fy the faith of those who were weak.
i in the way of an adequate solution anj
Professor Heffern discusses the methods
whether after all Jesus was not ri,kf
of Jesus in winning and developing the
when He said, “Ye must be born again*
faith of the disciples, the missionary
of the book. $1.25. — (The Woman’s preaching of the apostles to both Jews One fails to see this emphasis brought
to bear upon the subject in trying J
Press.)
and pagans, the training of their consolve the problem. One looks in vain
verts by the apostles and the early
The Book of Job. By Moses Butten- Church, the Judaistic controversy within for a word concerning the work of th*
wieser, Ph.D. The author of this schol- the Church, the attack upon gnosticism Holy Spirit in the regeneration of either
arly work is professor in the Hebrew implicit and sometimes explicit in the the individual or society. Surely «•
Union College in Cincinnati. Compared Epistles and Revelation. He is inclined need the Golden Rule, but we have need
of the Golden Ruler the more and the
to the recent work of Dr. Morris Jast- to think that the New Testament conrow it is conservative in its rearrange- tains very definite traces of formal cate- Spirit that is here to lead us unto all
ment of the text and in the dating of chetical instruction in both doctrine and truth. $1.25. — (Charles Scribner'* .S’ona.)
the book. He considers the prologue an morals, instruction given to converts beOur Reasonable Faith. By park
original part of Job but the speech of fore baptism was permitted. He opposes
Elihu and the happy ending in chapter the recent idea that the Gospels contain Hays Miller. This book is a veritable
42 as later additions. The early oppo- polemic against worshippers of John the gold mine of material to the pastor that
has in mind a series of sermons on the
sition to the book in his opinion influ- Baptist, that they aim specifically to
enced its translation in the Septuagint show that Christians are innocent of great truths of the catechism. The suband caused the alleged disarrangement violation of Roman law, that they tend ject matter is not new by any means a
fact Mr. Miller mbdestly admits, but
in chapters 16-37. He attempts to re- to exonerate Pilate at the expense of
the way these abiding truths are brought
store the original order of these sec- the Jews. He thinks that the directions
tions. He dees not regard the poem of Acts 15 are “recapitulations of funda- together is attractive, arresting and convincing.
as a part of the Wisdom Literature nor mental moral law” and not food laws.
In a day of many books whose puras primarily didactic, but rather as a
Perhaps the most valuable and one of
drama. He rejects the theory of its the longest chapters in the book is thej pose seems to be directed to the unrelation to Babylonian or Egyptian discussion of gnosticism in the New settling of the faith of believers in
works on a similar subject. His date Testament. The question is of the Jesus Christ without the saving salt
for the book is about 400 B.C. He greatest importance and we do not know of a more constructive belief, the reader
gives a new translation and extensive where to find a clearer statement than of Hays Miller’s great little polemic
will find much to strengthen faith, enexegetical notes, also the Hebrew text in in this book. It is shown that the preslarge vision and brighten the future
his rearrangement. The Elihu speech ence of gnosticism in the New Testaand the other alleged additions are ment does not prove the New Testa- hope. This comes not by leaning back
to traditionalism or leaning forward to
treated in the appendix. The work gives ment late, because gnostic ideas were
radicalism but by conserving all that
constant evidence of profound study and prevalent much earlier than was once
is good and true in both. Between these
a thorough knowledge of the literature thought; that the presence of these
of Israel and other ancient peoples. ideas does not show that the New Testa- two extremes belief and the Word of
God becomes vitally related and con$4.00. — (The Macmillan Company.)
ment writers were in sympathy with
tribute the constructive material out
them, but that they consistently and
of which our reasonable faith grows.
’Round the Round World. By Paul vigorously oppose them; and lastly it is The content of the book is the kind of
Rader, President of the Christian and shown that without some elementary grist a pastor may pass through the

Missionary Alliance. President and knowledge of what this eclectic gnosti- mill of his mind to feed his flock, having
Mrs. Rader undertook a journey around cism was, — a very different thing from no misgivings as to its quality or
the world at the conclusion of the war, that of which we read in the Church strength. $1.50. — (Presbyterian Board
for the purpose of visiting the missions histories of the second century, — it is of Publication and Sabbath School Work.)
-founded and directed by the Alliance. often quite impossible to understand
This account of what he found is in- what Paul and John really ireant.
The Christian Crusade for a WarThe book can be recommended unreforming and cheering to all interested in
less World. By Sidney L. Gulick.
the evangelization of the world. But servedly to any minister who wishes toi Few men have the grasp, judicial poise
he was alive to many other things increase ‘his knowledge of the New and keen interest in the subject here
beside the activities of the mission fields, Testament and it contains many a hint
treated, as has the author of “The
and the impressions he received are as to wise pastoral management that Evolution of the Japanese,” who posrelated in so breezy and racy a fashion can immediately be put into practice.
sesses both the Oriental’s and the Ocdand with such sparkling humor as to $3.50. — (The Macmillan Company.)
dental’s view and is master of the submake the volume a most fascinating and
jects of both nationalism and ethnology.
entertaining book of travel. The deep
Christianity and Problems of To- His discussion is broad and deep. He
spiritual fervor and sturdy faith of
day. The Bross Lectures for 1921 faces the difficulties, even the raging
this Christian leader, however, make it
delivered before Lake Forest College prejudices and race hatreds and repulat the same time a stirring call to
on the occasion of the inauguration of sions; yet he believes in “the dear might
Christian service to the world. $1.50.
its President, Herbert McComb Moore. of Him who walked the wave.” This
(Fleming H. Revell Company.)
No less than five eminent men con- handy book is practical, workable and
tribute material to the making of this well-equipped with index, appendices,
Apologetic and Polemic in the New book. With the exception of Dr. John themes for special inquiry and treatTestament. The Bohlen Lectures. By H. Finley’s and Dr. Elmer More’s lec- ment. It costs only a dollar and is just
Andrew D. Heffern. This is a book tures, one will look in vain for any- the thing for study classes. Greater
that really helps in two ways. It illum- thing that is a real contribution to the even than the wisdom of statesmen i*
inates many a passage of the New application of Christianityto the prob- the necessity of enlightening the rising
Testament and it summarizes clearly lems of the day, which has not already and the coming generation. $1.00— (TAs
and briefly a great deal of recent dis- been heard many times from others be- Macmillan Company.)
cussion. The author’s success is tinged sides the lips of Dr. Charles Foster
for us with sadness by the fact that he Kent, Robert Bruce Taylor and JereCreeds Or No Creeds. By Charles
did not live to see his lectures published. miah W. Jenks. One wonders if the
Harris, D.D. It is a master hand that
i

'

i

;

It has long been recognized that large problems of today are harder to solve
here touches the question of modernism.

parts of the

New

Testament were than the problems that every age has Dr.

Harris, already

known in

England
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defence of the faith, in his books
“The Creeds and Modern Thought” and
his text book of modern apologetic;
here makes a critical examination of the
basis of that modernism, which would
deny supernatural power, make prayer
i useless proceeding, and empty the
Christian creeds of all meaning. To
give an example of the author's consummate ability and method of treatment, he, after a searching analysis of
the theory of evolution, shows that “the
evolutionaryprocess is an irreducible
miracle— a miracle at once physical and
spiritual; and that therefore the occurence of lesser miracles in the course of
it is altogether credible." Appendices,
bibliography, index and the style and
scope of this book fit it admirably for
study. The minister who masters these
arguments, with such vital and fresh
statements of Christology, evidences of
for

his

single but sufficient fundamental principles that the Master laid down. To
bring in the Kingdom is the task of the
Church by constructive, consecrated and
passionate devotion to Him who said.
“Lo, I am with you alway, even unto

the end of the world.''

$2.25.

—

Macmillan Company.)
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Word of God, and proceeds to show
why he does in his book. There

are

three steps in his argument, viz. — The
Bible seems to be the Word of God; it
claims to be the Word of God; it proves
to be the Word of God. Under each of
(The these main divisions there are a number
of subdivisions, all buttressing his
points.

Old Testament History. By Frank
K. Sanders. The first of a projected

Mr. Scroggie brings in much material
to support his position, and gives

many

series of handbooks, to be issued under interesting facts. He brings it all to
the general title of “Life and Religion a conclusion in these words, “No book

Series," is by Prof. Frank Knight has been more bitterly assailed, neither
Sanders. Within the limits of 158 pages one so gloriously vindicated. Julian and
he summarizes clearly and understand- Celsus, and Porphyry, and Bolingbroke,

ingly the course of history as it is con- and Hume, and Voltaire, and Strauss,
tained in the- Old Testament. The whole and Renan, and Eichorn, and Graf,
range of the history is so organized and Wellhausen, and Kuenen, have all
that the student will see at a glance the fired their deadliest volleys; yet, in spite
relative importance of each period. This of all, it marches on to ever new
is a good book to put into the hands triumphs, seeming to be, claiming to be,
Christianity and critical digestion, will of a young person, or some one of older and proving itself to be, the Living
go forth armed cap a pie for a winter's growth who wants to read the history Word of God." $1.00.— (77ie Sunday
pulpit campaign and will fortify the of Bible times in brief form. $1.25. School Times Company.)
faith of his hearers and fellow workers. (Charles Scribner’s Sons.)
Rare, if existent, is one weak page
The Moral Life of Religion. By
within the covers of this volume, which
Harmony of the Four Gospels. By James Ten Broeke. The controversy
is an armory of defence of Christian Professor J. M. Fuller. A handy edi- concerning the origin of the moral life
truth. $6.00. — (E. P. Dutton & Com- tion of a book that has been largely can scarcely be said yet to have been
used by those who want a compact, settled. Religion and morality in the
pany.)
legible compilation of the parellel ac- origin and development of each seem
Dramatized Missionary Stories. By counts of Christ’s ministry. Fifty-one to have been quite different, and we
Mary E. Russell. . What a good sign it thousand have been sold in previous edi- usually give the credit to the prophet
is to see both old and young taking tions, and there ought to be a good de- Micah for having made religion moral.
delight in not only feeling their re- mand for this issue. The text is taken
ligion but also in seeing it pass before from the Authorized Version, and the
their eyes in the form of pageantry, quotations are printed in spaced type.
which is a legitimate form of expression $1.00. — (The Macmillan Company.)
that the church has found through the
FortheHome and the Individual
ages both useful and necessary. We
An Introduction to the Study of
Compiled and Edited by
welcome to the increasing list of books the Mind. By Prof. Walter Scott
Rev. Rufus W. Miller, D.D.
of religious pageantry Dramatized Mis- Athearn. Professor Athearn has taken
Just the Book you have wanted. Sugsionary Stories, which has found in the a section of his book, “Teaching the
estions for the Family Altars, Prayers
.or the Family. Prayers for Parents, for
romance of missions and missionaries a Teacher," and publishes it separately in
f,
Children, and every possible occasion in
rich field full of dramatic material with order that it may have a wider usefuldaily life, for Special Days. Grace at the
a mighty appeal to the latent faith in ness. In its present form it is an exTable. Children’s Prayers, Prayers of the
Ages. Bible Readings topically arranged,
us all to find expression in the hard and cellent little introduction to psycho^gy
and other plans for Bible Reading, simple
often disappointing fields of service. and pedagogy as required by the teacher
and interesting.
A large variety of authorship and a
in the Sunday school, and the teachers
$1.00 — (George H. Doran Company.)
treasure store of devotional helps. In
who get hold of it and study it will be
addition it contains prayers for use in the
Sunday School. Missionary Meetings and
immensely
profited.
30
cents.
—
(The
The Strategic Value of Prayer. By
Young People’s Societies, etc.

Daily Devotions

Rev.,

Gordon Watt, M.A.

A

little book

Westminster Press.)

of spiritual suggestion concerning!
Is the Bible the Word of God. By
prayer. Mr. Watt is a devout believer
W. Graham Scroggie. Mr. Scroggie has
in the value of prayer, and he tries to
bring his readers to his point of view. no doubts as to the answer that should
Those who long for more power with be given to his title. He thoroughly and
God in prayer should read this book. absolutely believes that the Bible is the
—(The Sunday School Times Company.)
full

The Church and the Ever Coming
Kingdom. By Elijah E. Kresge. The
simplest way out of the dilemma of
how and

when

Christ's Kingdom will
come and be set up is of course that
adopted by those who see His coming
to be always imminent and His Kingdom
establishedby a catastrophic destruction
°f all the evils in society; but the simplest way may not be the only way the
Kingdom can come. Dr. Kresge in his
book sees the Kingdom as always coming, sees Jesus Christ sufficient to combat and overcome the evil in the world
by the leaven of Christian education, by
the preaching of the good news, by the
church getting back once more to the

Cloth bound. 60 cents, postpaid
Cloth bound, gilt edge, $1.00, postpaid
Leather bound, round corners, red under
gold edges, $1.50, postpaid

HEIDELBERG PRESS
15th and Race Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Scribes end Pharisees
were they still living, even with the prejudice, pride and narrowness of other
days, would rejoice in the beauty, the charm, the simplicity, the clarity and
the faithful accuracy of the

nelson

American Standard

biblc

These arc the qualities which have made this, the most recent and the most
authoritative of all translations,indispensableto the teacher, the preacher and
the student of today.
FREE —
charming 36-page booklet, “The Wonderful Story,’* published
at 10 cents per copy, telling how the Bible came down through the ages,
will be sent
on request.
NELSON A SONS
Fhe American Standard Bible text has been adopted by all
S83H
Fourth
Ave., New York City
the leading Colleges. Theological Seminaries,Y.M.C.A,
SIRS:
Kindly
send me a FREE
Y.W.C.A., and Bible Schools in the United States.
copy of your book entitled “The Wonderful
The American Standard Bible text is used by over Story.” This does not obligate me in any way.
13,000,000 Sabbath School scholars from which to
Name ..................................
study the International,Graded or other Bible lessons.
Street. No ...............................
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A

FREE
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DEAR

City ....................... ...........
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In this fine study by James Ten Broeke, therefore surprising and delightful in
of McMaster University, morality and its freshness and unconventionality. The
religion are regarded biologically as author shows how religion, according to
forms of behavior in response to en- Christ’s life and teaching, is “the right
vironment — giving environment a broad attitude to God in life and to the breth-conception and outlook. The viewpoint ren in the midst of whom we are set; the
of the author is that morality and re- religious man is distinguished from the
ligion should interact, and do interact irreligious not by ‘the profession of
for the common good.
faith which he makes with his lips but
All the chapters are of great interest. by his having the right attitude to his
They deal with what the author terms brother,” and of course, quotes James
“selected problems,” that is problems 2:14-16 in confirmation of this. The
concerning the moral and religious con- j book presents Jesus in seven chapters

sciousness.

From this point of view

as:

Carpenter;

Healer;

Friend;
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ual character and spiritual depth,

fw

is no such thing as having an idg,]
social state without first having an idJ
individual state. In other words jT
cannot have Utopias without first’ h«

ing Utopians. The style of

this

book

not stilted, or academic, h
every way it is a valuable contributi<n
to the solution of a problem that y
vexing to the young minister of tht
is vigorous,

Gospel in our day, when the
matter of the book

and the

is

on the

subject

firing

Ijj*

fighting over it is so confoih,

Chapter VI will be eagerly turned to, IV. Atoner for Sin; V. Reformer; VL and unsettled. $1.50. — (Fleming
Revell Company.)
which is on “Goodness and Self Sacri- Son of God; VII. Teacher. $1.15.— (The
fice.” In this the author discusses Pilgrim Press.)
The Modern Reader’s Bible ns
egoism and altruism with great force,
I.

II.

III,

Schools. The Old Testament. By
and finds that they are not — as so many
The Progress of Church Federation Richard G. Moulton. This popular voJ.
suppose — contradictory to each other.
to 1922. The zealous and efficient Gen- ume of 536 pages is by Professor MoulThe book is divided into three parts.
eral Secretary of the Federal Council
ton of Chicago University, the ablest of
The first part deals with “The Moral
of the Churches of Christ in America all writers on the Bible as literatim.
and Religious Consciousness” ; the second
in this book has condensed the im- It is fully up to the standard of hit
with “The Religious Consciousness”;
portant material provided by the work great book, “The Literary Study of fin
and the third with “The Philosophy of
on “The Origin and History of the Bible.”
Morals and Religion." The “selected
Federal Council” by the first Secretary,
In the preface he says: “Our whole
problems” are of universal interest.
Dr. Elias B. Sanford, and later books modern civilization and culture rat
$2.00. — (The Macmillan Company.)
by himself and others, together with the upon the coalescence in the old Romu
reports of the annual and quadrennial
What Is There In Religion. By meetings of the Council. It brings world, of Greek and Hebrew thought*
Henry Sloane Coffin, D.D. We have within the scope of a single volume, all He deplores the neglect of the Hebrew
classics in our higher education and
here a book containing lectures delivered necessary information as to the origin,
remarks: “It may well happen that i
at Ohio Wesleyan University in April, the organization, the development and
reader who has been saturating himself
1922. It is seldom that a lecturer to the progress of the Federal Council
with the imaginative flights of Isaiah or
students can or does refrain from using from its first beginnings in 1905 to the
Habakkuk or Joel, may turn to hii
academic terms or drifting into dis- present day. It is full of suggestive
Pindar and be conscious of a drop,
cussions of technical and theoretical and illuminating facts and valuable as
rather than a rise, in poetry.”
themes. Dr. Coffin is to be congratu- a reference book concerning the work
In the body of the book he presents
lated that he has proceeded strictly of that organization which has proven
the historical portion of the Old Testaalong the lines of practical discussions itself to be the most worthy and pracment by lengthy extracts from the Bible
of eminently experimental, everyday re- ticable method yet found of uniting the
with intervening sections which explain
ligion. Coming from an important various branches of the American
and piece them together. The same
pastorate in the great Metropolitan dis- Protestant Church for its great and inmethod is followed in the books of the
trict of New York, from a church known creasingly important work as regards
prophets, the Psalms and Lyrics and
for its efficient community service, he the problems both national and interthe Wisdom books. A special chapter
has had experience with dealing with national which have engaged its. coof great merit is devoted to the “Poem
men and women in their attempts to operative thought and efforts. But few
of Zion Redeemed” (Isaiah 40-66) at
solve vexed life problems, and his book books are more valuable to the student
the climax of the Old Testament. There
is an inspirational and interesting trea- who seeks accurate information as to
are valuable notes, analyses of the
tise on the practical, every-day experi- these matters so vital to the spiritual
books, and a useful index at the end of
ences of people, young and old. The welfare of humanity. $1.55.— (Fleming
style is highly literary, the illustrations H. Revell

gleaned from a wide field, and effectively put. It is truly a book calculated
to be of great help and inspiration to

the volume. The selections from

Company.)

Scrip-

ture are more readable because

the

chapter and verse divisions are omitted.
Preaching the Social Gospel. By Although we do not always agree with
Ozora S. Davis. It is not often that a the higher critical views of the author.
all classes of people in their life
Professor in a theological seminary, ! this book is an excellent presentation
struggles— and as such it is highly to
accustomed as he by force of circum- of the literature of ancient Israel. $2.50.
be commended. $1.25. — (The Macmillan
stances is to think and write along (The Macmillan Company.)
Company.)
theoretical lines produces a book
is eminently practical and helpful
The Psalms As Liturgies. By John
The Galilean. The Permanent Ele- every-day life and experiences. Dr.
P. Peters, D.D. In this book, Dr. Peters,
ment in Religion. By Nathaniel Mick- Davis, who is president of the Chicago
the eminent archaeologist,who was prolem, M.A., Tutor and Chaplain of MansTheological Seminary, is an exception, fessor in the University of the South,
field College, Oxford. We have here a
In this book, largely the outcome of presents his Paddock Lectures for 1920.
forceful contribution from an English
lectures to students, he succeeds admir- There are six lectures. The first is
author to the many and serious attempts
ably in keeping a poise between ex- i introductory, dealing with the origin,
in our day to give an interpretation of
tremes. It was not easy to do this, purpose, and development of the Psalter.
Jesus of Nazareth. The book is a direct
Just now when we are in a time when Here his main contention comes out,— thnt
appeal to the life and words of Jesus
the pendulum has swung far from the the Psalms were not occasional poems
as given us in the Gospels, and in the
former days of preaching an individual springing from different events in the
fullest light we have today. Its charm
Gospel, to a social Gospel, it is, difficult lives of the Psalmist and the nation, but
— and it is really charming reading- to keep a happy medium. But Dr.
hymns composed and used for liturgical
lies just in this. The author takes his
Davis does so most strikingly. He well purposes. The comparison with ancient
examples of truths on religion from the points out the danger there lies in overhymns of Egypt and Babylonia is illumGospels, and puts them before the emphasizing the social side of the
inating.
reader without any gloss, without inter- Church’s activities, and giving young
In lecture two the author examines
position of preconceived notions, or dog- people only social advantages, without
the ancient Psalm Book of Jerusalem,
matic assumptions or assertions. It is development also, if not first, of individwhich corresponds to the first of the

that
in

-
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Psalter, (Psalms 141.) By the side of the Authorized
version of each Psalm he gives his own
vivid translation. Critical and explanatory notes follow each Psalm.
Lecture three gives the “Penitentials
Jve divisions of the

Merrill stands among the so-called liberal preachers of the day, and presents

Gifts For

his point of view with courageous
moderation. In the lecture “As a

Stretch a point and give him all theae at

Your Pastor

Chrtatma*

new hooka

thla Fall
Churchman," he discusses the attitude a
modern thinking preacher must take on llrown, William Adamat
of Shechem and the Davidic Psalter/' going to a new parish. No one can THE CHURCH IN AMERICA ........... $3.00
Kllwood. Charlea A.t
(Psalms 51-72,) lecture four the “Psalms read it without obtaining a broader con- THE RECONSTRUCTION OF RELIGION 2.25
of Dan and Bethel/' (Psalms 42-60 and ception of the position that the modern- Beckwith, C. A.t
THE IDEA OF GOD ....................2.50
73-89,) lecture five the “New Temple ist believes he must take. Perhaps the
Bull, Fault
and Its Liturgies." (Psalms 90-119,) truest idea of what Dr. Merrill's ideal PREACHING AND SERMON CONSTRUCTION .................................
2.50
and lecture six the “Pilgrims and After- for the young minister of the time is
Brown, Chaa. R.t
wards," (Psalms 120-150.)
may be found near the conclusion of the THE ART OF PREACHING ............. J.75
Unfortunately there is no index, and last lecture. He writes, “The slogan, Hill, C. M.i
THE WORLD’S GREAT RELIGIOUS
the table of contents and the chapter ‘Back to Christ', is a poor one. What
POETRY ..............................
3.50
headings are inadequate. While all the we need is to go on with Christ. God Kreaire. Elijah
Psalms were used liturgically,and has put the church in the world, that THE CHURCH AND THE EVER COMING KINGDOM OF GOD .............. 2.25
many, especially of the later ones, were it may work out, in and with the life
probably written for this purpose, the of the world, the perfect and complex Abbott, Lyman
WHAT CHRISTIANITY MEANS TO ME
occasional character of many others is life of the Kingdom of God." $1.25.
A Gift for the Inquiring Christian ..... 7S'
so evident on their face that the author
Babaon, Kojrer W.t
(The Macmillan Company.)
RELIGION AND BUSINESS
inevitably fails to prove his thesis. $4.00.
A Gift for Dad ........................75
(The Macmillan Company.)
What Every Christian Should Be- Jonea, llufua M.t
LIFE
lieve. By William Evans, D.D. The THEA INNER
Gift for the Moody Adolescent ....... 75
The Freedom of the Preacher. By author's themes on which this book seeks Kins, Henry Churchill
OF FRIENDSHIP
William Pierson Merrill, D.D. Dr. a consensus are the Bible, God, Jesus THEA LAWS
Gift for Any One You Like ......... 75
Wm. P. Merrill, pastor of the Brick Christ, the Holy Spirit, and Satan. The Shannon, Frederick F.
Presbyterian Church, of New York belief coveted is what the author claims THE COUNTRY FAITH
A Gift for the Nature Lover ......... LOO*
City, was the Yale Lecturer on Preach- that true believers have always claimed Ciullck. Sidney L.
ing this year in Yale Divinity School. as orthodoxy, and what all led by the THE CHRISTIAN CRUSADE FOR A
WARLESS
_
The Yale Lectures, — more accurately, Spirit of truth do believe. He affirms
A Gift for the War Weary ........... 100
the Lyman Beecher Lectures, — have now that all truth is in order to goodness, to Fuller, J. M.t
A HARMONY OF THE FOUR GOSPELS
been given for over forty years, and a holy life and a good conscience. The
A Gift for the Bible Student ......... 1.00'
constitute in themselves the most valu- author's terminus is excellent, but the W ebb, R. L.t
able collection of modem homiletic and route followed by the several tourists is THE MINISTRY AS A LIFE WORK
A Gift for the Youth with the Makings
allied discussion. While intended orig- likely to be individual and varied by
of a Minister ........................L001
inally as a yearly course in homiletical divergent lines as intellect and con- Snowden, J. H.t
All

t

t

t

WORLD

IS

THE WORLD GROWING BETTER?

years science shall determine. The work of
A Gift for the Friend who Sees Blue. 1.00
now the lecturers have exercised a 126 pages is well written, in a fine Slattery, Charlea L.t
PRAYERS FOR PRIVATE AND FAMILY USE
large liberty, and, while always pre- spirit, and will repay the perusal. 90
A Gift for the Home that wants to
establish the Family Altar. New Year’s
senting material of value, the homi- cents, net. — (Bible Institute Colportage
method, for

a good number of

letical value

has been largely dimin-

Association.)

................................
100
S.t

THE THOUGHTS OF YOUTH

ished. Dr. Merrill has followed in the

path of his predecessors, and has not
added very much to the formal science,
but has chosen to devote his opportunity
of lecturing to the discussion of the
subject of freedom.
Everybody is familiar with the recent

Day

Drury, Samuel

A Gift for the Family Freshman ...... 1.25
Jonea, Illon T.t
IS THERE A GOD?
A Gift for the Layman Theologian.... 1.25
living bread fresh from an oven which
Galer,
Rojcrr S.t
has turned out loaves that the Man

The Gospel for Today. By R. A.
Torrey, D.D. Here is a new batch of

OLD TESTAMENT LAW FOR BIBLE
of Galilee has miraculously multiplied. STUDENTS
A Gift for the Christian Lawyer ...... 1.25This honored successor to the sainted
llarrlaon, Elisabeth
discussion on academic freedom, and Moody, of blessed memory, is here at IN STORYLAND
A Gift for the Young Mother ......... 1.25*
there are several martyrs to repression his very best. Lucid, direct, appealing,
Coffin, Henry Sloanet
wandering about at present explaining resistless, one reads these shafts of WHAT IS THERE IN RELIGION
A Gift for the Man from Missouri ---- 1.25
why they were told they were no longer light and fire that themselves wing the
McConnell, S. D.t
acceptable to college authorities. Dr. reader to a Savior who is so reasonable CONFESSIONS OF AN OLD PRIEST
A Gift for the Man who has given up
Merrill raises the 'question of a similar and generous to lost souls, with symthe Church ..........................
1.25freedom for the Christian preacher. pathy and response. Dr. Torrey lays Merrill, William Pleraont
How far may a preacher speak his mind the sacred profession under a large debt THE FREEDOM OF THE PREACHER
A Gift for Church Trustee or Vestry
freely in dealing with theological, polit- of affection to the author and of emulaMan ................................
L25
ical, economic and social questions? tion to follow in his steps. Net, $1.50. Jonea, Rufua M.t
SPIRITUAL ENERGIES IN DAILY LIFE
Can he be said to be actually freer for (Fleming H. Revell Company.)
A Gift for the less extreme “New
respecting and using the .limitations
Thought” type ......................1.50’
imposed on him through his connection
Social Work in the Churches. By Ward, Harry F
SOCIAL ORDER
with a particular congregation and a Arthur E. Holt. The man bewildered THEA NEW
Gift for the Thoughtful Citizen ..... 1.50‘
in a forest, selects a tall tree, climbs Pratt. Jamea Blaaett:
particular denomination?
Dr. Merrill considers the question and gains his bearings. Arthur E. MATTER AND SPIRIT
A Gift for the persistent thinker about
under a number of titles. The minister Holt's manual, prepared for the EduImmortality ..........................
L50‘
as Prophet, Preacher, Priest, Church- cational Committee of the Commission Wood, Wm. H.t
THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE
man, Administrator, in the Social on the Church and Social Service of the
A Gift for the Intellectualistin Religion l.SO1
Order, in the World Order, and in Federal Council of the Churches of
GIFTS FOR YOUR CHILDREN’S
Christ, is discussed, and under each of Christ in America, will prove stimulatSUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER
these titles the author's broad sympa- ing to churchmen who are serious Snowden, J. H.i
SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSONS FOR 1923. 1.25
thies and large acquaintance with affairs enough these days to sense the whereRarton, G. A.t
is clearly manifested.
abouts of things. It is well done, and JESUS OF NAZARETH .................2.00
On every page there are paragraphs enough done. If the title were less Dnntmelovr. J. R.t
ONE VOLUME BIBLE COMMENTARY.. 3.00
that the thoughtful reader will mark. prosaic it might reach a larger audience.
Monllon. R. G.t
There are quotable sentences, and bright It is a 1922 treatise, and this fact holds MODERN READER'S BIBLE.. .......... 3.50
sparks of wit here and there, and the the reader, to whom a plain title is
active pastor will discover many things sufficient. It is in two parts — Principles
|The Macmillan
°f value as he reads the book. Dr. and Methods, and Practical Methods and 04-00 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y#t
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Suggestions. Chapter IV. strikes a and literary expression could be packed
most responsive chord at the present inside of 213 pages of sermons than our
hour— The Church as an Organizer of
author compresses. Theme and treatBenevolence. “It is entirely possible
ment, illumination and pleasure rival
for benevolence to defeat the brotherly one another for first place in the respirit. The church is not primarily a
viewers mind. Unusual matters are
benevolent institution. The Church is
treated in an unique manner. $1.60.
primarily a fellowship. The organiza- (h leming H. Rev ell. Company)
tion of modern Protestantism should not

of “Bible Boys and Girls" abound i,
material and apt illustration,and wh*!
is equally important, employ the riri
method of presentation.

The book

great benevolent societies.” He uses the
term “Balkanized” Protestantism with
good effect. But the lasting value of
the little book is indicated in the secondary title — A Study in the Practice of
Fellowship. “The finished product of
Christian Education will be a man with
a brotherly disposition. Tasks are good
or bad in proportion as they enrich or
defeat the Christian in his search for
fellowship. The greatest service which Re veil Company.)
the church renders to internationallife
is when it becomes in itself a fellowship
which means more to men than nationReligious Books For Young Folks
ality.” This is the flavor of the book,
Little Foxes. By E. A. Henry, D.D.,
a tonic for all who worry about the
church, the rural church, the industrial Presbyterian Pastor, Toronto. An “Inchurch, the business-man church, the troduction” by “Ralph Connor” is
student church, etc.
good tree to enough to carry any book into many
climb. 60 cents. — (The Pilgrim Press.) hands, and will surely carry this. For,
few books for young folks on the market
The Tears of Jesus. By L. R. Scar- today are equal to this pack of fine
tales and moral lessons. Here is a
borough, B.A., D.D., President and Professor of Evangelism in the South- treasure-house for preachers as well as
a gold mine for children of a larger
western Baptist Theological Seminary.

A

this

volume enriches sermonic literature, by
matter, style and spirit; and will be
fot^d rewarding, not only to the ambitious soul-winner, but also to the ordinary reader who wants the fires of religious life and service fanned and refreshed. A vital need today is just such
ft poker as this book of 125 pages is.

Net,

$1.25.

growth. Net,

$1.25.

—

di*.

Company.

ferson,

and History. By Lynn Harold
Hough, Th.D., D.D. This is a rare book
Life

Younger Generation” from the

pen

of

Dr. Jefferson need no special notice. It

is

a matter of

$1.50.

— (Fleming H.

Revell

Company.)

%

the book. Net,

$1.50.

—

(George

H

Child’s Ramble Through the
Bible. By Robert C. Falconer, CongreStories From the Old Testament.
gational Minister, Nutley, N. J.' A Told for Children by Caroline Kellogg.
little gem, in treatment and suggestive- A fine holiday gift book, which any
ness, of sermonettes to children, making child will read and remember with
Bible stories and characters alive today, reverence.

Very simply and

therefore

duties which very beautifully Miss Kellogg has

told

St.

Bible Stories in Bible Language
Paul’s School, out of an extensive and
Arranged and Edited by Lorinda Munclose contact with young people, has
son Bryant. This is really only a
written for the parent whose children
selection of portions of the Bible, planned
like all normal boys and girls need a
for reading to children. Miss Bryant
wise friend and guide, a book with the
presents these stories in the form best
right word in the right place in the
fitted for display of their qualities. She
spirit that will make an appeal to all
has lifted them from the encumbrances
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of extraneous matter in which they are
found. She has retained the wording
of the Authorized Version, reparagrapbing, however, to do away with the verse

have res
new intei

arrangement.
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For all who wish to read the Bible
Bible Boys and Girls. By Stuart
to children the book has unique value.
Nye Hutchison. To the preacher or The illustrations, also, will familiaritt
The Undiscovered Country. By teacher whose privilege it is to bring
Gaius Glenn Atkins, Minister of the the truths of Scripture home to the the child with the great artists, for they
First Congregational Church, Detroit, hearts and minds of young people, these are all taken from the paintings of
Mich. No richer store of vital truth five minute talks on the general subject famous masters. $2.00.— (D. Applets
& Company.)
Doran Company.)

of

five

Christian

A

which enriches the mind and feeds the
fires of the heart. It deals with the
kin questions of life and culture, that
the heroic and ideal qualities that every
are solved by history. Not
least
youth and maiden in their heart of
merit of our volume of 224 pages is a
hearts aspires and hopes to attain. It
fine vignette of Dr. John Kelman, which
is an ideal Christmas gift. $1.25.— (TVie
alone is worth more than the price of
Macmillan Company.)

wcond ye

is

the

the right time to a boy or girl in the any child will cherish through the years
reads them will find a secret invaluable
formative period of life in a way that $1.50. — (The Bobbs-Merrill Company.)
to the searcher after efficiency in pulpit
address. The style is simple and force- will be welcomed without suspicion of

Company.)

to China

Jef.

D.D. These “Messages to

and old.

— (George H. Doran nagging. Dr. Drury, Rector of

J

brought

Under Twenty. By Charles E.

are made, in the telling, winsome. The

$1.25.

Miss

things, b

in this volume carefully chosen Old
author has mastered the rare apt of Testament stories. The Book’s incomPrepare to Meet Thy God. By L. R. preaching to children, which, if gen- parable style is retained, and yet the
Scarborough, B.A., D.D., President and erally practiced, would sprinkle our compiler has given it a modern touch
Professor of Evangelism in the South- churches on Sundays liberally with that will carry an added sense of
western Baptist Theological Seminary. young life. Price, $1.25 Net— (Fleming reality to young and inquiring minds.
While the stories are written for children
The author of this book of sermons is H. Revell Company.)
they are not written down to children.
clearly an expert in the fine art of effecThe
Thoughts
of
Youth.
By
Samuel
Some illustrations by W. R. Lohse
tive evangelism both in theory and
practice. Soul-stirring, these sermons S. Drury. It is the rare parent who add to the beauty of the book, and all
are soul-winning, and the preacher who is able to say just the right word at in all it is just such a volume that

ful. Net,

Conduc

hygiene

)

course that anything
he writes is helpful, inspiring and
instructive reading. In this book of
addresses to young people,— particularly
young people of this generation,— we
find the author at his best. Earnest,
thoughtful, timely, direct and simple
messages are here given, which cannot
(Fleming H. but be of inestimable value to young

Revell Company.)

— (George H. Doran Com- and teaching truths and

pany.)

three

child.

!

This well-known evangelist in

made up of

is

tinct types of Junior Sermons. Oi*.
third of the book is given up to th
telling of Bible stories, another third
to the topical treatment of texts, #n(i
The Road of the Star. By Walter the closing portion to the treatment in
Russell Bowie, D.D. Here is a volume
a novel way of the present day meaning
of addresses covering 222 pages, bringof the commandments to the life nt .
ing the message of Christianity in a
4
fine interpretation, a brilliant form and
The world will take time to listenjg
in a masterly, imaginative and inspirastories that are well told, and the oL
tional force. It is a stellar road to a
of the material in this book combined
radiant star that leads to a region of with a dignity and simplicity of pr*.
mind and heart where the traveller finds sentation will give to the Junior Sermon
celestial elevation and vital truth and
a high place in the estimation of the
experience. Net, $1.50.— (Fleming H. young child. $1.25.— (Fleming H. Revell

be around the promotion boards of the
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Foreign

to

spend some time in Busrah in July so
I had the pleasure of going back with
them in the new launch, which is used
in the river country with Amara as
headquarters. It is a real picnic travelling in this fashion for we could stop
along the way to visit villages and

Conducted by Miss Julia Florance

dig.

Fields

Miss Jean Nienhuis, our missionary
to China, reports at the end of her
second year of service as the representative of the young women of our Reformed Church that she has passed all
w language examinations and is now
flg full-time missionary work. Since
jie first of January she has been working in the Amoy hospital founded by
Dr. Otte and sums up the needs of the
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V EMERSON FOSDICK,

i Mun-

Dr. Fosdick accepts the challenge of the
Church today, and subjects the theme to a

but as soon as we got beyond

SNEATH

searching analysis in his

the

bounds of the tide influence from the
Persian Gulf, we found that the difficulties of irrigation have left the land
barren and sun baked. We passed two

*
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$1.50

Religion and the
Future Life

The Development of the

Relief In Life

'After Death
Edited by K. HERSHEY

SNEATH

Profs. Boaz. Jackson (Columbia), Hopkins,

Bacon, Porter (Vale) Jastrow (U. of P.).
Baton, MacDonald (Hartford Sem.), Fairbanks (Mich.),
$3.00

etc.
What

Shall I
They lowered the skin into the water STRONG
their crying need is to be
and then jerked it upwards, pouring the
Believe?
brought into a knowledge of Him who
A Primer of ChrlMtlnn Theology
contents into a shallow water course
is the source of life and love and peace.
By
AUGUSTUS
HOPKIftS STRONG. D.D. LL.D
which ran through the parched land.
They are steeped in ignorance, superstiI^ate President Emeritus, Rochester
With such slow and laborious methods
rheological Seminary
tion, idolatry, poverty and sin, but we
“The last message of a great teacher — one
of irrigation one can hardly expect the
cannot hope to lift them up to a
who devoted his life to the exposition of
desert to blossom profusely.
Christian creed and doctrines.” $1.00
higher plane except as we preach and
“We
spent the first night on a dockj
live Christ among them."
Great Men as
H1LL1S
Miss Nienhuis closes her letter with near a former Armenian refugee camp,
Prophets of
which might well be called the place of
this beautiful illustration of the Gospel
By NEWELL DWIGHT I1ILLIS
a thousand sorrows. The stars overof Jesus bringing light into darkness.
Author of “Great Books as Life-Teachers”
MAn old man came to us for treat- head were bright and beautiful, reminding
Dr. Hillis’ latest hook strikes a popular
us that God is in His Heaven and that
chord.
The subjects include: Dante; Savonment for his eyes. We did everything
arola; William the Silent; Oliver Cromwell;
His will must finally be accomplished in
possible but his was a hopeless case. In
fohn Wesley; John Milton; Garibaldi; lohn
spite of persecution and hate.
Ruskin,
$1.50
a short time he went totally blind, but
“The next morning we were up with
every day we would hear him singing
VAN
Thy Sea is Great
the
sun
and
reached
Gurna
by
noon.
Christian hymns. None of the patients
-Our Boats Are Small
could account foi his perpetual happi- We called upon the local Governor, who
and Other l*oeniM of Today
ness so we asked him what made him insisted upon our having the mid-day

sNewEra

j

etc.

DYKE

happy. His face was radiant as he meal with him. His wife was not at
answered, “I sing because Jesus is my home and so instead of being enterSavior and He is with me all the time, tained in the women's quarters, as is
that I cannot see makes no difference, usually the custom, we lunched with our
my heart is happy anyway." What a host, who had imbibed some of our
testimony! That his blindness was the Western ways but yet had not lost his
result of a life of sin makes it an even Eastern hospitality. Gurna is at the
stronger evidence of God's power to junction of the Tigris and the Euphrates
save. Oh, that many, many others may Rivers and its chief point of interest to
learn to know and see the “Light of us was the reputed ‘Tree of Knowledge',
wdiich is as dead as knowledge and
the World."

By HENRY VAN DYKE, D.D.
These verses Dr. van Dyke describes as an

so

* *

ance

JOWETT

A Volume of Complete AddreMaes
By JOHN HENRY JOWETT. D.D.
;

* *

mind.
JONES

aside on the

The King of Love

his splended gifts are fully

—

—

$1.25

Twelve Live-Wire
Questions

By CHRISTIAN H. SHIRK
Intelligencer : 4 Dr. Shirk infuses
discussion of vita* religious problems
of today a charming interest. A practical help
for daily complex
$1.00

Friends

nto his

living.”

-

BERRY

to return. Arab hospitalityis really a

tically over, I suppose, and trust they for the opportunity to make friends on
have resulted in winning many to a these first visits, hoping for a better
new interest in missions, as well as in opening for seed sowing later.
“We reached Amara three days after
•trengthening the purpose and zeal of
°ld friends of the cause. I look back to leaving Busrah. The women from Busmy visit to Northfield last year as a rah northwards are a different type
Privilege, and hope to repeat the ex- than those in the Persian Gulf and it is
refreshing to see their favorable attiperience sometime in the future.
“This year, instead of attending a tude toward the education of girls,
conference, I went up to our station at but it adds to our regret that we canAmara on the Tigris River for a few not open schools for them too."

recognized

—

SHIRK

a

Miss Charlotte B. Kellien writes from wonderful thing and one realizes that
Ashar, Busrah, Mesopotamia, on August strangers at home would not be given
23d, with the temperature at 115 de- such a welcome as meets us everywhere
here. The welcome does not always ingrees:
“The summer conferences are prac- clude our message, but we are thankful

$1.50

NdititiMi The Tweaty third Psala
J. D. JONES, D.D.
Dr. Jones is one of the greatest of living
preachers and on both sides of the Atlantic,

long, but were given cordial invitations

*

Among the pulpit-giantsof today Dr. Jowett
has been given a high place. Every preacher
will want at once this latest product of his
fertile

i

Barnum & Bailey
is taking courses in Physical Education parade would not have drawn a larger
and will carry back to our High School crowd than we did. We could not stay
the latest drills and games.

God Our

Contemporary

Euphrates for fifteen miles to visit the
home of a sheik at a town called Medina
— not the Medina of the prophet, alas!
The women in the town had never seen

American sisters? Miss Wyckoff foreigners before, and

50c.

j

for centuries.

“From Gurna we turned

before

attempt to give expression to certain presentday aspirations not possibly finding utter-

progress have been in this whole country

•

Miss Charlotte Wyckoff, a teacher at
our Girls' High School at Ranipettai,
India, is home on /urlough and studying this winter at Columbia. Did you
realize that Hindu girls play tennis
and have gymnasium work similar to

all

only

D.I).

“Part of the course turns and twists
in a ‘dizzying’ way. The date gardens
along the banks are a splendid sight,

“Yes they need to men standing at the water's edge, each
holding an ertd of a rope at the middle
be educated, they need to be taught
of which was suspended a goat’s skin.
hygiene and sanitation, they need many

their

fGUAGE.

and

Progress

Chinese as follows,

:hildren
hildren.

Thought

Christianity

towns.

things, but

E.

in Religious

I

Revealing Light

By SIDNEY BERRY, M.A.

A

volume of addresses by the successor to
Dr. Jowett at Carr’s Lane Church, Birmingham, the underlying aim of which is to show
\ hat the Christian revelation means in relation to the great historic facts of the Faith.
$1.50

HOUGH

The Strategy of t he
Devotional Life

By LYNN HAROLD HOUGH,

D.D.

A book dealing with the problem of sustaining true spiritual life amid the vast life of
a great city — a problem of increasinggravity.
75c.
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Conductid or Cousin Joan

Here the Potato paused, and the accepted that we can have no hope of
Mouse, who had been listening just getting men socially right with tL,

within her hole, crept out again, and fellow-men, unless we first get them n!
said eagerly, “Oh, do tell us about ligiously right with God through regen.

Cellar

It was only the middle of the after-

noon, but it

was quite dark in

the

minister’s cellar, and its occupants might
have felt like settling down for the
night had it not been for the unusual
commotion above ground. All afternoon
. it had been going on — children’s laughter

and talking and running hither and
thither. It was very disturbing to the
cellar people and not a little annoying.

“As

cut

Explanation. — The sub-topic of tlu
out in the shape of potatoes; and then
lesson is, “Jesus’ Plan for Savina S'
they had refreshments.”
ciety.” It will probably be

CfjeCfjtlbren’fi Corner

What Was Said In The

1922

29,

if,” said the Celery crossly, “it

were not enough to be shut up here!
They might at least let us be quiet.”
“Or if we only knew what it is all
about,” said an Onion almost tearfully.
“I think the cat might come down and

them!”

•

eration, with its conscious repentance
saddest part of the story,” faith, and obedience. Hence we mat
said the Potato, its voice quivering, “the accept as the central truth of the lesaog
very saddest part of the story. The re- the thought that, once we have been set
freshments were mostly potatoes. There right with God, we ought to be genuinewere thin slices of bread and butter— I ly helpful to our fellow-men.
heard the minister’s wife say that the
I. An Evil Purpose Foiled.—
bread was made with potato yeast— and
25-28.) It becomes very evident that
potato salad and
’ '*'<5.”
the lawyer or scribe was setting a trap
“And what is to be done next?” asked
for Jesus. Luke tells us that the lawyer
the Snowflake. “What will become of
“tempted” Jesus; his question was not
you now?”
sincere, he was not looking for inforau“Oh, we are to be sold as soon as
tion, nor was he concerned about hit
possible, and the money is to go for
own salvation. Such despicable method
missions. It wasn’t a very good year
become possible through a false refor potatoes, but there are two bushels
ligiosity, which is more concerned to
of us, you see.”

“That

is the

c

get another into trouble than

tell us.”

about

“Well,” said the Celery decidedly, “it helping him.
At the mere mention of such a thing seems to me that was taking lots of
The question itself was good. It
a bright-eyed mouse in the corner re- trouble just for two bushels of potatoes.” recognizes that man has not eternal life
That’s just what some one said to the
tired to her hole in a panic, although
in himself as he is by nature. Coming
she knew very well the door was shut minister’s wife this afternoon,” said the from one under the dispensation of the
and the cat could not possibly get in. Missionary Potato meekly, “but she said law, it also recognizes that something
Presently, however, the door opened, and she hoped she was raising missionaries must be done on the basis of which
not the cat, but the minister came down as well as potatoes.”
eternal life may be received. All of that
“I’m sure I don’t know what she
the steps with a half-bushel basket of
is good, and what was to be expected,
potatoes in each hand. He set them meant by that,” said the Celery, and so probably, from a son of the law;
down on the floor, and someone from said the Onion, and so said all the though Paul makes clear that the law
above handed him two more baskets, Potatoes. The little Mouse said nothing, was really meant to lead to faith is
which he placed beside the others, and but she looked very wise, so perhaps Christ (Gal. 3:24). If only the scribe
then hurried upstairs and shut the door. she understood. — Children’s Missionary. had been sincere, Jesus would no doubt
“Well,” said one of a large pile of
have given Him answer as He did the

Snowflakes, “one would have thought
there were enough potatoes in this
®f)e 5hble=£kf)ool
cellar already without bringing in more!”
“Oh, but we are Missionary Potatoes,”
Hints and Helps on the Lesson
said one of the newcomers cheerfully.
By Rev. John E. Kuizenga, D.D.
“Missionary Potatoes, indeed!” said
the Snowflake scornfully. “You look
uncommonly like Early Ohios, I should Lesson for December 10, 1922.— Story
say! But perhaps you can tell us what of the Good Samaritan.— Luke 10:25-37.
all this disturbance upstairs is about.”

“With all my heart,” was the reply.
“The minister’s wife has been having a

GOLDEN TEXT
Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself. Lev
19:18.

Reference: Luke 14:1-14.
Potato Party, and all the children of the
Mission Band are here — twenty of them,
Introductory. — The time of this lesson
I believe they said.”
is about November, A.D. 29. It is part
“And what is a Potato Party?” said of the Perean ministry. These simple
the Celery crisply. “Pray, explain your- facts will give us the setting.
self. It is extremely trying to be always
It becomes clear that we are only
kept in the dark as no one knows better
some four or five months away from
than myself.”
the crucifixion. That means of course
“Well,” said the Missionary Potato, that the Scribes and Pharisees are very
rolling over a little way so as to get a
hostile, determined to trap Jesus in
more comfortable position, “last spring some form. It makes clear also the
the minister’s wife gave each member of carefulness of Jesus in His answers to
her band a fine, large seed potato, and their questions, and the sharp rebuke
set them to raising potatoes for mis-

sions. They’ve had great times all
summer fighting weeds and potato bugs.
The minister said he would put fifty
cents in the mite-box of the one that
raised the most potatoes and a silver
quarter in the box of the child that
raised the biggest one. They had great
fun this afternoon measuring and weighing us, to see who had won the prizes.

“Before that, though, they had some
readings and recitations; the pieces were
all about potatoes or missions, and some
of them were about both. The programs
?

?

rich young ruler (cf. Matt. 19:16

In the mouth of the lawyer,

a

If).

it was

needless question, since he knew

the

answer well enough. Hence Jesus, reading his mind like an open book, asb
him. The intended examination of Jesui.
becomes at once an examination of the
lawyer: “What is written in the law!
How readest thou?” The answer of the
lawyer is very good, so good that not
a few commentators think we may imagine that Jesus led him by additions
questions to put these two texts froa

the Old Testament together, as Jesm
Himself did on another occasion. Low
to God is put central and first in personality (heart), which must flow
out into affection (soul), into deed
(strength), and into thought (mind).

To

this central love of God must be
added as its inevitable consequence,love
of the neighbor as oneself.
Then Jesus tells the man, “If you

know

go ahead and do it,” which
was meeting him on his own ground «
the parable of the Samaritan implies, a son of the law. It was not the time,
since their religion was capable of such nor was he the man to be told that
exclusiveness and formalism.
the purpose of the law is fulfilled in
The setting also makes clear that this that “work of God which consists in
is but a part of that specially gracious believing on the Son of God.” Thst
and tender sympathy for religious out- would have been walking into the trap.
casts which Luke finds in the Perean It was an answer that drew the teeth
ministry of the Lord, shown, e.g., in the of this viper; at the same time it wai
parables of the 15th chapter of Luke true, for if he would only give himself
Host coin, lost sheep, lost son). We whole-heartedly to the law it would have
may believe that Luke, as himself a been to him too a school-master to
Gentile, would be specially sensitive to Christ.
that love of the Master for those whom
II. An Evil Heart Touched.— (Viorthodox Judaism had cast out.
29-37.) Jesus accomplishes a furthe
this,

November
purpose

29,

1922 ftfo C!)tf0tian JnteUlgencet and ^i00fon

with the lawyer. Considering good as

would

his nefarious purpose, it
jerved him right if Jesus

had

his bond) he would take care of

have additional expense.

The story

is per-

left him fect.

The Real Gift

and then. But the Master, exAnd now the point of it all (V. 36).
emplify^ love even to His enemies, Not, Whose neighbor was the poor felsearches out the better judgment that low? for that would have led on to
there

student of the law the lawyer really had, if he had not held it down by
an evil heart. When the lawyer leaves,
Jesus has robbed him of his last excuse,
and in such a way that he has pro-

argument, as the lawyer wanted it. But
this, Which one of the three acted as a
neighbor should to the poor fellow?

nounced judgment on himself.

here,

as a

From

a

desire to trap Jesus, the
lawyer has come out so uncomfortably
that he desires now to save “his own
face”,

he becomes eager to

himself” (V.

eager

29)

“justify

; that is, he becomes

to prove that “touching the

righteousness that is

by the law he

is

blameless.” He quibbles about the exact
meaning of “neighbor”, rushing to the
defence of the point where his conscience told him he was weakest; for
we cannot suppose that the quibbles of
the Pharisees by which they tried to
prove to themselves that a Samaritan
or a Gentile was not a “neighbor” really
satisfied their own better judgment. His
question, “Who is my neighbor?” coming
from the legalistic spirit, really means,
MHow far do I have to go in this neigh-

The lawyer’s heart

is

A BOOK
<

a quibble
“He that showed mercy.” He

get the point,— “Be a neighbor to any
man that needs your help.”
How could Jesus say to the man, “Go
thou and do likewise,” — is there inheritance of eternal life by doing? Under
the law he .is convicted; it isn’t that he
doesn’t know enough, he doesn’t want
to do as well as he knows. He who
doesn’t want to do as well as he knows,

is surely

the law demands, so as

on the wrong track

II

A

j

booklets:

“Arithmetic of Friendship”

“Innkeeper of Bethlehem”
“Angel of God’s Face”
Circular of these booklets sent (free)
»

(cf.

on

RealUm

classes,
service

The point of

who

of HiftheMt Type

Church

Street

Delightful sketches of a New Jersey village. Home life, neighbors, the church,
and village characteristicsare drawn by a
master who knows the secret of touching
the heart as well as compelling smiles and
laughter.

“I regard Miss Cochran’s charming and
refreshing portrayal of the finer side of
American village life, which she has done
with both sympathy and a fine sense of
humor, as an effective antidote for ‘Main
Street.’ Can I say more!” — Lawrence
Abbott, the Editor of the Outlook.
Cloth, 240 pageM, $1.50, postpaid

A

Chinese Romance

The Bells of the Blue Pagoda
By JEAN CARTER COCHRAN

Duryee

“I think this is the best story of life in
China that has been put out thus far. A
million copies of it should be read by the
young people of America. It is true to
life — to every phase of life you touch.
Nothing is overdrawn.* All the characters
are true to what has happened in recent
years; all the incidents are true to life.”
— Isaac Taylor Headland, author of “Chi-

Sunday,

December 10, 1922
Believe, and Why.

nese Mother Goose Rhymes/' “Chinese
Boy and Girl/' “Court Life in Peking";
lecturer on China.
Cloth, 288 pages, $1.75, postpaid

11:17-27, 41-46.

it is,

divorced religion from which are fundamental.

of their fellow-men.

But the Samaritan — he was a sort of
“travelling-man”, for the inn-keeper
knew him well, he had his travelling

Every Child Would Enjoy This Book

Verses for ChUdren
By CECIL TROUT BLANCHE

A fascinating collection of verses, jingles
and rebuses, delightfully illustratedby the
author. It will set the little brains to
work and delight the lucky child repeatedly.

Jacket and Frontispiecein Colorn
Attractively Lined with Artistically

Designed Paper
Cloth, 80 pages, $1.50, postpaid

A

business age
has belittled spiritual things, a scientific
age challenges men to investigate every
realm, an age marked by movement and
change needs a new generation, positive
people, because they have been con-

with him, and he was going to
“make” that trip again (cf. V. 35)— he vinced.
was “moved with compassion” (the very
thing said of Jesus when he saw the
We come to know concerning anymultitudes) ; he took up the poor, bloody thing by one of three ways. We may
man; he played the surgeon the best know by means of one of our five
he could;, he put the man on his own senses, seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting
heast; he took him to the inn; “he took or smelling. When we touch a piece
care of him” as long as he could, paid of wood we say that it is warm or
°nt of his own pocket the immediate ex- cold, smooth or rough. Again, we know
Psnse; and promised (with a word as by means of our powers to reason, we
outfit

request

Storlen of American Village Life
lly JEAN CARTER COCHRAN

Probably there has never been a
that the period in American history when it was
two who by the very fact of their re- so necessary for young people to think
ligious profession might have been ex- carefully concerning the great themes
pected to help, were the very ones who of time and eternity. What we believe
passed by. Both were without excuse— determines very largely what we are
they were going away from Jerusalem, and what we do. Our belief about God,
going home to Jericho, the priestly city, and Christ, and the Holy Spirit, and
and so could not plead an engagement sin, and righteousness, and duty, and
on official business in Jerusalem. What destiny make or mar our lives. For
a sharp counterthrust this was at the some or several reasons many young
hollowness of the religion of these people are asking questions about things
traveller.”.

periodical form and have elicited so
favorable comment it was thought
good to put them in a permanent volume.
paffea, 40 centa, postpaid
It is uniform with our other inspirational

Cfmtftan Cnbeabor
draper iWeeting

—John

review of the Lord’s Prayer paralleling
of a house, with

70

maritan

Some Things I
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Decorated paper cover In envelope;

would lead him to God for mercy.
“This story makes every man the
neighbor of every man. It carries in
germ the truth of the brotherhood of
the race. ‘Humanity1 is a purely Christian word, a conception never dreamed
of before Christ had showed us the

Week Ending

R.

much

1:20, 28). If he would give
himself whole-heartedly to the law, it

Topic For

AMOS

dining room, and
so forth. The various chapters of this
book have appeared from time to time in

Romans

By the Rev. Abram

>

its structure with that
vestibule, living room,

to

— on the well-known dangerous
road, where such a thing was as common as human misery usually is, is
robbed and half-murdered,so that he
will soon be dead, unless help comes.
“And by chance,” says Jesus, not suggesting that there is such a thing as
chance, but rather meaning, “Suppose
that a priest came along.” It was very
sharp to say “a priest and a Levite,”
as if one should say today, “a minister
and an elder or deacon.” And the
“Samaritan” is much the same as if
one should say today, “a commercial

BOOKLETS

The House of the Lord's Prayer

well enough, no chance for
—

HltlflTMAH GIFT

touched; he knows

unity of mankind. . . . Philanthropic
unbelievers, and unphilanthropic beplay safe?”
lievers are both monstrosities. What
The parable, really an argument by
God hath joined together, let not man
example, is beautiful. An unknown man
put asunder.” (Alex. MacLaren.)
—for all the purposes of the argument
he may be any man, Jew, Gentile, Saborliness
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prove things by mental processes, as and told him that a man who had charge
that a straight line is the shortest of the horses on board had thrown a
distance between two points.
There is still a third way by which we
know that a certain thing is true; and that
is on the veracity of others. We believe
that they are true and so we say that
what they speak is truth, and we act on

The Pastors’ Association

lighted match into the straw and they
were finding it difficult to put out the
Waze. The captain rushed to the spot,
seized the offender by the collar, dragged
him away and put him in irons for the
rest of the voyage. The captain thought
it as though we had seen it or proven of what the fire might have done. He
it ourselves. It is in this last way that hated fire. So God hates sin because
we receive the truths of Christianity. it brings suffering and death.
We believe that holy men of God spoke
as they were moved by the Holy Spirit,
It is of primal importance that we
and that all Scripture inspired of God
is profitable. John says, near the close should believe that God sent His Only

lil
l

of his Gospel, “Many other signs therefore did Jesus in the presence of the
disciples, which are not written in this
book: but these are written, that ye
may believe that Jesus is the Christ,
the Son of God; and that believing ye
may have life in His name.”

To

believe in God as our Heavenly
Father is of first importance. We

should not think of

Him as a mere

29, 1922

The Monday morning meeting

of the

Pastors’ Association was held on .November 27th in the Assembly Room of the

Reformed Church Building, 25 East
22nd Street, New York City. The
reader of the morning was Dr. I,
Gowen, and his subject was “Fundamentals.” Next Monday morning the
reader will be Rev. Henry J. Herga,
Ph D.,

“Some

who

will present for discussion
Social Problems of the Present

Day.”

Begotten Son into the world that we
should be saved. When we accept
Christ and try hard to follow Him
our union with Him becomes our salvaThe man who had made a huge for
tion. He not only saves us but He
helps us to live helpfully with others. tune was speaking a few words to
number of students at a business clasi
i

Of course, the main theme of his ad
dress was himself. “All my success

Books Received

ii

life, all my tremendous financial pres
The Macmillan Company: The Freedom of the tige,” he said proudly, “I owe to om
Preacher; the Lyman Beecher Lectures on
’reaching for the Year 1922, by William thing alone— pluck, pluck, pluck.” B
J

a Pier™ HerrilL Also, The Religion of Scien<
made an impressive pause here, bu
by William Hamilton Wood. Also. Is There ..
personality, as a spiritual being, all- God? by Ilion T. Jones. Also, Old Testament the effect was ruined by one student
good and all-powerful. We cannot see Law for Bible Students, by Roger Sherman who asked impressively,“Yes, sir; bu
Galer. Also, Is the World Growing Better? by
Him with our physical eyes, for He is James
H. Snowden. Also Unity and Rome, by how are we to find the right people ti
a spirit. He is the One “whom no man Edmund Smith Middleton. Also, In the Foot- pluck?"
of the Master: Sermon’ Outlines on St
hath seen, nor can see.” We should steps
Mark s Gospel, by J. H. B. Masterman.
think of God as our Heavenly Father.
Englishman trying to make himsel
Deighton, Bell & Co.: Some Remarks on the
Jesus taught us to pray, “Our Father Axioms and Postulates of Athetic Philosophy, understood in a barber sho^: “I do no
principle, we should think of

Him as

by George Edward Tamer.

art in heaven.” He taught us to
From the Anther: A Guide Book to the Stars mean the hair in the hatmosphere, bu
trust God as our Father and to know by Rev. Ferdinand S. Schenck, D.D., LL.D.
the 'air on my ’ead.”
that He is infinitely better than any \x7?Jtmin0
Company: Timothy’s Second
Wife,
by
Isla May Mullins. Also, The Story of
earthly father can be.
Grenfell of the Labrador: A Boy’s Life of Dr.
We have only to observe the lives of Grenfell, by Dillon Wallace. Also, Great Men
ophAC,U °L a, N«w Era» hy Newcll Dwight
those who live with this consciousness Hulls.
Also, God — Our Contemporary,by John
of God in order to see what a difference Henry Jowett Also. The Land of Punch and
Judy, a Book of Pupoet Plays for Children, by
it makes and what a blessing it becomes
Mary Stewart Also. Money Talks, by Alfred F.
to them. There will be many things McGarrah. Also, The Most Wonderful Story Asthma, Spasmodic Croup
A Ufe of Christ for Little Bronchitis, Coughs & Influenza
about this which we cannot understand, Children,World;
by Amy LeFeuvre.
but if we live with the thought that Central Committee on United Study of Foreign The most widely used remedy for whooping
God is our Father in Heaven it will Munons: A Child Garden in India, for Very cough and spasmodic croup. The little lamp

who

Whooping
Cough

more and more become a blessed part
of our experience.

Little People,

George

by Amelia Josephine Burr.

H. Doran Company:

Lamp- Lighters

Across the Sea. by Margaret T. Applegarth.
Also, India Inklings, the Story of a Blot, by
Margaret T. Applegarth. Also. Pastor and
Evangelist,
by Charles L. Goodell, D.D. Also,
Concerning Christ, the important thing
Missionary Heroes of Africa, by J. H. Morrison.
is to believe that
came into the Also, Ann and Her Mother, by 0. Douglas.
world to reveal God to man and to help Also. Gardens of Green, by George McPherson

n

He

vaporizes the remedy while the patient

sleeps.

Intro-

"Used

duced

while

in

1879
Send

sleep"
for descriptive booklet 44
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VAPO-CRESOLENE CO. 62 Cwtlult St,, New
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Hunter.

people become what God wants them to
become. Jesus Christ is not only the
greatest teacher, and the best living
illustration of the truths He taught, but
He is also the only Saviour. “There is
none other name under heaven, given
among men, wherein we must be saved.”
It is vitally important for young
people to grow up with the highest

R

possible conception of Jesus Christ.
There is a conflicting tendency today
which on the one hand reverences the
Christ, and on the other hand robs Him

by denying that He has the power
which the Bible declares He exercised.
Christ is unlike the rest of

men in

at

least two respects: His life is the source

of all other lives, and ours are derived

Him.

1
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And, in Him there is “all
Bobbs-Merrill Com f any: Stories from
the fulness of God” while we are, as
someone has said, “only sparks from Kdloggent: T0d {°r Chi,dren’ **

from

COTRELL & LEONARD

In use for fifty years Is proof thst
it it the best. All grocers sell It.
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Bill Smith, a country shopkeeper,
went to the city to buy goods. They
were sent immediately, and reached
home before he did. When the boxes
were delivered, Mrs. Smith, who was
keeping the shop, uttered a scream,
seized a hatchet, and began frantically
to open the largest one.
“What’s the matter, Sarah?" said one
of the bystanders, who had watched her
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NEW YORK SABBATH
COMMITTEE
Organized 1857 Incorporated 1884

Deaths
IN

MEMOR1AM

(Incorporated.)

The

Consistory of the Reformed Church of
Flushing desire to place on record their high
Local, National and International.Secures, deappreciation of the life and services of
fends and enforces wholesome Sunday laws with
the privileges of worship for everybody.
D(JKWAHI) R.
Its literature includes more than a hundred
whose death occurred on the twenty-third day
titles besides a periodical.
of October. For more than eight years Mr.
Supported by voluntary contributions.
Kennedy has served as a member of this ConAddress correspondence and remittancesto THE

KENNEDY*

and we have found his fellowship delightYORK SABBATH COMMITTEE, Room
ful and his service helpful. Always keenly NEW
31 Bible House, New York City.
interested in the welfare of the church and
OFFICERS: Chairman, Theodore Gilman;
deeply
sympathetic with everything that would
in amazement.
Treasurer, E. Francis Hyde; Secretory, Duncan
render its service more efficient.Mr. Kennedy
Pale and faint, Mrs. Smith pointed to has shown himself wise in counsel and earnest J. McMillan.
MEMBERSHIP representsthe various denomin carrying forward the work of the Church. He inations. Catholic and Protestant
an inscription on the box. It read:
has taken a large share in bearing its responsi"Bill inside.” — Exchange.

sistory

and all that he has undertaken has been
well and cheerfully done. His sterling integrity
his unblemished personal character has made
“Where were you born?” the teacher and
him one whom the Church was glad to have
asked. Said the child, "In Tennessee.” serve her in a representative capacity. His
and courage have been to all of us a
"What part?” she asked; and he replied, faith
source of strength and inspiration. As a Consistory we shall sadlv miss him from our
"Why, every part of me!"
councils, but we trust that our memories of him
will strengthen and confirm us in the work that
Little Eunice was attending her first God has given us to do. To his widow and
children our hearts go out in sympathy, and it
class in domestic science, and was asked
is our prayer that the God of all comfort will
to tell briefly the surest
to keep be their support and stay in this their hour
bilities

way

milk from souring. And Eunice, who of
was a practical child, gave this recipe:
“Leave it in the cow.”

“George Washington must have had
a wonderful memory, father,” said the
bright boy.
“Why so,

my son?”

asked the father,
who was showing his son around.

trial.

T H.

Mackf.nzif..President.

D. H. Van De Wate*, Clerk.

THE AMERICAN SUNDAY
SCHOOL UNION
National

Incorporated 1845
Interdenominational

“Because, everywhere I go I see Organizes Sunday Schools, publishes and
tributes Christian literature, works in
monuments to his memory.” — Dallas

dis-

rural districts.
For the year ending February 28tk.
1922, employed 229 missionaries established 1.443 new Sunday Schools

News.

Notices

with 6.696 teachers and

IMMIGRANT EVANGELIZATION
ORGANIZED 1889, INCORPORATED 1898.
Works chiefly among the neighbors of foreign
speech. Has Missionaries speaking twenty-seven
languages. Aids

all

EvangelicalChurches in their

work among immigrants. Conducts unioue services for Bulgarians,Poles. Russians. Lithuanians.
Ukrainians and Greeks. Has a regular periodical

in

Polish.

Donations and offerings should be sent directly
to the Chicago Tract Society, headquarters at 440
S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111.
Rev. John Lamar, President; Mr. Wiluam T.
Vickery, Treasurer; Rev. G. K. Flack, Secretory.

Officers of Church Boards
General Synod. — Rev Albert Oltmans, D.D.,
President, Grand Rapids. Mich.. Rev. Henry
Lockwood. D.D., Stated Clerk, East Millstone.
N. J.. to whom all communicationsfor General
Synod should be addressed. Rev. Tames M.

Benevolent Societies

Organized 1S17

CHICAGO TRACT SOCIETY

63.894

Martin. Permanent Clerk. Holland, Mich. Mr.
Frank R. Van Nest, Treasurer.

Board of Direction. — Mr. Wm. L. Brower,
President; Rev. Joseph R. Duryee, D.D., Mr. John
Kyle. Mr. Wm. G. Gaston, Mr. James Suydam
Polhemus. Mr. Frank R. Van Nest, Directors.
Board of Domestic Missions. — Rev. James S.
Kittell. D.D., President; Rev. S. Vander Werf,
Field Secretary; W. T. Demarest. LL.D., Secretary; Mr. Charles W. Osborne, Treasurer.
Church Building Fund— Mr. Charles W. Osborne. Treasurer.

M

scholars. Distributed 24.065 Bibles
HISTORIC CATSKILL
copies of the New Testament and of the Gospel
Have you read “Historic Catskill,” which tells of John and visited 205.058 families not touched
of the early settlement (from 1654) of the by any other Christian worker. During the same
Women’s Board of Domestic Missions. — Mrs.
Catskill Valiev in narrative form, including that period 49 churches and 275 Young People’s So- John S. Bussing. President; Mrs. John S. Allen.
of the First Reformed Church established there, cieties were organized. 335 preaching stations CorrespondingSecretary; Miss Mary M. Greenand contains a description ot the new Rip Van were established and 7.270 conversions reported wood, Treasurer; Miss Helen G. Voorhees, AsWinkle Trail and the principal Cloves of the
Send contributions to Rev. Geo. T. Becker sistant Treasurer,
Catskills? It is an illustrated paper-coveredbook District Secretary, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York
Board of Foreign Missions and the Arabian
of 100 pages, sent on receipt ot $1.00. Bound City.
Mission. — Rev. H. E. Cobb, D.D., President; Rev.
copies. $1.50. Address, J. V. V. Vedder,
W. I. Chamberlain, Ph.D., CorrespondingSecreCatskill. N. Y.
___
tary; Rev. W. J. Van Kersen. District Secretory;
Mr. F. M. Potter, Associate Secretory and TreasGENEALOGIST. 40 years’ experience; thorough;
urer.
in correspondence with all leading Archivists in
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions. — Mrs.
Holland, etc., wishes in the near future to
DeWitt Knox, President; Miss Eliza P. Cobb,
(Incorporated)
represent one or two old Holland families abroad.
Corresponding Secretary; Miss O. H. Lawrence,
156 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Those interested please write for information.
Editorial and Educational Secretory; Miss KathRev. P. K.' Vanderkam. D.D., Frankford. Del.
Has officially represented the Reformed Church arine Van Nest. Treasurer; Miss Anna F. Bacon,
in America since its organization 33 YEARS Assistant Treasurer; Mrs. E. F. Romig, CandiIt represents seventeen denominations. date Secretary, 40 W. 9th St, New York City.
OP FRIENDS
Representatives of the Reformed Church in its
Board of Education.— Rev.- A. T. Brock, D.D.,
Board of Managers are. Rev. David Tames Bur- President; Rev. Willard D. Brown, D.D., CorreYour family is worth the best you can give rell, D.D.. LL.D., and Hon. Thomas I. Chatfield.
sponding Secretory; Mr. John F. Berry, Treasurer.
it. You desire for their enjoyment the best

_

LORD’S DAY ALLIANCE OF

THE UNITED STATES

THE CHOICE
READING

AND

house, the best food, the best clothes that you
can afford. And you are very careful that they
cultivate the right kind of frjends. But are you
just as careful about choosing the right kind
of reading? You should be, for reading has a
marked influence upon character,especially the
reading that comes under the eyes of the young
and impressionable. If you choose The Youth’s
Companion you are giving your family an
acquaintancewith the best there is in periodical
literature.If you see The Companion in a
house you may he sure it is a safe family to
tie up to— a family worth knowing. Try it for a

AGO.

Board op Publication and Bible School
PURPOSE — To defend and preserve our Christian Sabbath and secure the weekly rest day for Work. — Rev. Oscar M. Voorhees, D.D., President:
Lucius W. Hine, Business Agent, to whom all
the toiler.
business communications should be addressed;
INDIVIDUAL and
CONTRIBU- Rev. Abram Duryee. Educational Secretary; Rev.
TIONS should he sent to LORD’S
AL- Isaac W. Gowen, D.D., Corresponding Secretary;
LIANCE OF THE UNITED STATES, 156 Fifth Mr. John F. Chambers, Treasurer.
Avenue, New York, N. Y.

CHURCH

DAY

Contributions of individualsand churches will
he credited to local churches when requested.

Widow’s Fund.— Mr. F. R. Van Nest, Treasurer.
Disabled Ministers’ Fund.— Mr. F. R. Van

Nest, Treasurer.

Ministerial Pension Fund Commission.— Rev.
OFFICERS — James Ye*eanci, President: Rev.
H. L. Bowliy. D.D., General Secretary; George Thomas H. Mackenzie, D.D., President; Rev.
George G Lcnington, D.D., Financial Secretory.
M. Thomson. Treasurer.
year and see.
The 52 issues of 1923 will be crowded with
Progress Campaign Committee.— Rev. Thomas
serial stories, short stories, editorials, poetry,
H. Mackenzie, D.D., Chairman of General Committee; W. T. Demarest, LL.D., Chairman of Exfacts and fun. Subscribe now and receive:
ecutive Committee; Rev. John A. Ingham, D.D.,
L The Youth’s Companion — 52 issues in 1923.
General Secretary; Mr. F. M. Potter, Treasurer.
2. All the remaining issues of 1922
Central College Endowment and Contingent
3. The Companion Home Calendar for 1923.
Incorporated, 1833.
Fund. — Hon. H. J. Vanden Berg, Treasurer,
All for $2.50.
Or include McCall's Magazine the monthly
The only American undenominationalinterna Pella, Iowa.
authority on fashions. Both publications, only tional and national Society aiding seamen.
Hope College Endowment and Contingent
$3.00.
Maintains a Sailors' Home and Institute at 507 Fund. — Edward D. Dimnent, Treasurer, Holland,
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION.
Mich.
West Street, New York Gty.
Commonwealth Ave. & St. Paul St. Boston. Mass.
Loan libraries ($25) placed on vessels tailing Theological Seminary, New Brunswick, N. J.
from New York.
—Mr. F. R. Van Nest, Treasurer. Western

THE AMERICAN SEAMEN’S
FRIEND SOCIETY

CLASSIS NOTICE

Shipwreckedand destitute seamen aided.
meeting of the Cla«sis of New York
PUBLISHES the Sailors' Magaiine ($1.00).
will he held on Thursday. December 7th. at
SUPPORTED by contributions and legacies.
' 45 P. M.. in the Fourth German Church. 410
West 45th Street, New York Citv for the purpose
John H. Calvert, D.D., President; • George
jjf installinga Pastor ana transactingsuch other Sidney Webster, D.D., Secretary.
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Clarence C Pinneo, Treasurer, 76 Wall Street,
New York, to whom contributionsmay be sent
Authu* B. Chuichman, S. C.

A

special

Theological Seminary, Holland, Mich. — Mr. F.
R.

Van

Nest, Treasurer.

Address of all except where otherwise indicated,
Reformed Church Building, 25 East 22d Street,

New York

City.

Checks and money orders should always be made
to the order of the Board, Committee or Fund for
which they are intended. Never insert ofieers' names.
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Books On Philosophy and Psychology ism, or clap-trap, but not so, each is
discussed having as basis some approThe Theory of Ethics. By Arthur
priate Scriptural phrase or incident.
K. Rogers. Ethics may be defined as
Happy and helpful use is made of side

the science of conduct. It may also be
lights from the field of historical,literaffirmed that of all religions, Christianary and classical sources. Underlying
ity pays the best ethical dividends. And
all is a serious attempt, in which the
yet the author of this volume by a
author remarkably succeeds, to be of
fresh analysis of the logic of ethical
service in helping the reader in his
experience shows how difficult the whole
every-day struggles to attain unto a
subject is, but he faces the problems
desired destiny. This book, his latest,
in a practical and heroic fashion, so
will not detract, but rather add to Dr.
far as they affect the ends that make

worth

life

Archibald’s reputation as a charming
author. $1.50.— (TVie Stratford Com-

living.

The question discussed in

why do we

BIBLES

this volume pany.)

certain actions good,
and other actions bad? We have been
accustomed in the past to say with
is

OXFORD
/orCHILDREN

call

Beautifully Illustrated

Property: Its Rights and Duties.

Bentham and Paley that our actions Here is a collection of carefully prepared
should be controlled by the utilitarian and interestingly written papers on the

for S. S.

With Cyclopedic Helps

principle of the greatest happiness of
the greatest number — Bentham’s view
differing from Paley’s only in that it
was divested from theology. Dr. Rogers

rights and duties of Property. It is a
timely book in this day of confusion
of thought and practice in regard to
property. What with Sovietism, Compresents a theory more fundamental. munism and Socialism, it is well to read
He accepts the social theory, finding its a book like this that gives a history of
source in psychologicalrelationships, but the problem, and principles upon which
moral good differs from natural good, in property ownership is safely based.
that it “ought to be.”
Such men as Hobhouse, Lindsay, A. J.
There are nine chapters in the volume Carlyle, Rashdall, Bartlett, Wood and
— of close and continuous reasoning, Holland, with an introduction by Dr.

which form a connected whole. The Gore, Bishop of Oxford, have
author acknowledges his indebtedness to
the ethical writings of our G. E. Moore,
but disagrees with his conclusions oh
almost every point. $2.00. — (The Macmillan Company.)

Guild Sociausm. By Niles Carpenter, Ph.D. The thoroughly competent

and

accomplished instructor in
social ethics at Harvard University has
given us a timely book. It is the result
of personal investigation. On such a
subject we want the facts of history
and a critical analysis, far more than
rosy promises. He is not over sanguine
as to results, but in noting its growth
as a living social creed and an increasing
power, he shows the really fine features

•and the future

possibilities

of

guild

socialism. He insists very properly on
a closer acquaintance with history,—
that is, human experience — so sadly
lacking in most optimistic schemes, and
a close harnessing to economic realities.
These loyally adhered to, the guildsman’s ideal commonwealth may yet become fruition. Certainly the author is
a friend of wise co-operation.Besides
clear diction, index, bibliography, etc.,
this volume is well fitted for study,
either for the individual or the class.
$2.50.

— (D. Appleton

& Company.)

Out of Joint With the Moral
Order. By

Andrew W. Archibald,
D.D. A book which, when once taken
Rev.

up, cannot easily be laid down. Each
chapter has its own peculiar charm. It
is deep in earnestness, sound in its
teachings, striking in its style, and
inspirational in its matter. Even the
captions of the chapters are unique and
attractive, such as “Sour Grapes and
Edged Teeth,” “Half-Baked People,”
“Some Biblical and April Fools.” These
might lead to a suspicion of sensational-
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tributed of their best to the book.

Particularly interesting and instructive is what is said about the dominant
individualism,the “almost unlimited
right of acquiring, retaining and perpetuating property which breaks out
against either any strongly urged moral
claim for voluntarily giving better conditions to the poorer workers as an act
of justice or against any action of the
State which tends in the direction of a
more equitable distribution of the proceeds of industry.”
It is a careful study of getting at
“the best possible life for man in
general and all men in particular.”
It is a specially able and scholarly
study of the ethical and religious aspects
of our present day economic life. $2.00.
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